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(*)

-

and the facilitation of network processes

(') Revised version of a presentation to the international symposium
Facing Humanity» (see description in inset below).

«

The Dilemma

Presentations were made from six
very different viewpoints. For each
viewpoint, a presentation was made
by a speaker from the national level
and by an «international counterpart». The viewpoints chosen were:
1.

The Dilemma Facing
Humanity
theme of an international symposium on the environment held at
Spokane (Washington, USA) on May
19-21 on the occasion of EXPO?4
(Two further symposia took place
in the same series: Environmental
accomplishments to date a reason for hope (July 1974); Practical
agenda for tomorrow - a holistic view
(October 1974).
From the symposium programme:
« Never before in human history has
so much attention been paid to
the interrelated problems of economic growth, energy, environment,
and human potential. Despite the
ever-increasing number of meetings
and conferences, there is no agreement about the policies we should
pursue or even directions we should
try to develop. There can be no
excuse for planning just another
series of symposia unless they
promise to illuminate the fundamental issues we confront. We need
to begin to learn on an international
basis why we are faced with such
basic disagreements. This symposium is designed to demonstrate
the deep differences of opinion
which presently threaten effective
policy-making both nationally and
internationally. »

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Mystic-religious viewpoint
- William I Thompson, Director,
Lindisfarne Association
- Peter Caddy, Director, Finhorn Foundation
Economic Growth viewpoint
- Anthony J Wiener, Chairman,
Research Council, Hudson
Institute
- William Wallace, Senior Vice
President, Olin Corporation
Preservationist viewpoint
- David Brower, President,
Friends of the Earth
- Perez M Olindo, Director,
Kenya National Parks
Limits to growth viewpoint
Robert Alien, Author
- Mihajlo D Mesarovic, Director,
Systems Research Center,
Case Western Reseve University
Third World viewpoint
- Raul
Prebisch, Consultant
to the UN I ECLA and to the
OAS
- Dom Moraes, Author (UN
Fund for Population Activities)
Harmonizing approach viewpoint
Roger Hansen, Executive Director, Rocky Mountain Center on Environment
- Anthony J Judge, Assistant
Secretary-General, Union of
International Associations

(The above presentations are being
published in book form. For details
write to: Ms Sandra H. Cooper,
Director,
International
Symposia,
Jamestown Star Route, BoUlder,
Colorado 80302, USA.)

It is a great pleasure for me to be able
to address this question of « harmonization » as it relates to man's apparent
inability to come to grips with the
breakdown and divergent viewpoints
afflicting modern society. I am especially pleased that we are asked to look
at these matters from a perceptual
angle. There are few occasions on
which this is possible. It is a beautiful
topic; I only wish that I could do it
justice.
Before sharing with you my perception
of where we are and why we are there,
I should like to clarify for you the position from which my understanding has
been derived. I work at one intersection
point of a number of transnational networks. The Union of International Associations (whose members are individuals - not organizations) was created
back in 1907 in Brussels and functions
as a clearing house for information on
the network of over 3,000 international governmental and nongovernmental organizations of the non-profit
variety (1). These organizations have
every kind of objective and structure
and we are constantly confronted with
the problem of finding ways to use information networks to facilitate the
interrelationship of these activities in a
non-directive manner (2). In another
network we are concerned with the
interrelationship between key concepts
which are the basis for international
discourse for we are increasingly faced
with a problem of conceptual babelism (3).
In a fourth activity, we have in our own
way attempted to address the problem
of harmonization as we perceive it.
Together with Mankind 2000 (the transnational association which organized
the first International Futures Research
Conference) and the Center for Integrative Studies, we are currently· engaged in a three-part project to produce
a Yearbook of Worldwide Problems,
Integrative Disciplines and Human
Development. This attempts to interrelate the networks of perceived problems
(3700 registered to date), the international organizations concerned with
them (over 3000), the disciplines focusing on them (1100 to date), and the
values which make them visible (500 to
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pour les services communs de la documentation et de la bibliographie.

Revenant au programme de travail
assigne en 1949 a la FAIS, indiquons
rapidement quelques resultats acquis.
Au point de vue du statut juridique,
tout d'abord, I'attention fut attiree sur
I'existence de I'excellente loi du 25
octobre 1919 sur les associations internationales a but scientifique, plutot
tombee dans I'oubli.
Puis une demande tut adressee des
octobre 1949 aux Ministeres de la Justice et des Affaires etrangeres pour
obtenir
I'elargissement
du
champ
d'application de la loi de 1919 aux
associations poursuivant un but culturel, social, economique ou professionne!. Cette demande eut pour resultat la loi du 6 decembre 1954 modifiant la loi du 25 octobre 1919, c'est-adire etendant son benefice a d'autres
categories
d'organisations
internationales.
En ce qui concerne le projet de Maison
Internationale. nous ne retracerons
pas ici les efforts ni les deceptions
qui ont marque pour la FAIS I'histoire de la construction et de I'utilisation du Palais des Congres de Sruxelles
et du batiment contigu de 300 bureaux,
termines tous deux en 1958. Certes,
grace aux efforts de la FAIS, Bruxelles
est dote d'un beau complexe, qui
s'est avere providentiellement utile
pour avoir en Belgique certains des
premiers et principaux organes des
Communautes europeennes. Mais le
projet de Maison internationale dont
nous avons precise ailleurs (3) la
raison d'etre et les objectifs, reste
toujours au stade des espoirs.
Soulignons simplement ici, a titre de
nouvel appel en faveur de sa realisation, que dans plusieurs des dernieres
conferences d'organisations internaGeneve et
Paris,
tionales tenues
I'idee de la construction, dans les
principales villes internationales de
maisons ou
centres internationaux
rapprocher sous un mame
destines
toit un certain nombre d'associations
internationales, fut consideree comme
une des plUS valables pour faire progresser le concept de cooperation internationale, pour accroitre la comprehension de celle-ci par un plus
grand public, ainsi que pour faciliter
I'activite des associations internationales
non-gouvernementales
et
contribuer
leur conservation et leur
progres.

a

a

a

a

Au point de vue des renseignements
et servi ces pratiq ues, le Secretariat de
la FAIB a repondu
de nombreuses
demandes ecrites ou verbales et a
effectue des demarches et en a appuye
d'autres. II a aussi publie trois editions
successives et remises
jour (1956,
1959, 1968) du Guide Pratique a I'usage

a

a

des
organisations
internationales
etablies en Belgique, auquel a succede
I'an passe un Annuaire des membres
de la FAIS.
conferences-rencontres
furent
Des
organisees en plus des assemblees
generales, partois elles-mames etoffees par des exposes de personnalites.
Comme manifestation exceptionnelle,
citons la reunion d'information et
d'etude sur les relations des Communautes europeennes avec le secteur prive tenue au Palais des Congres
le 14 octobre 1959 a I'occasion d u
10eme anniversaire de la fondation de
la FAIB. M. Jean Rey et plusieurs fonctionnaires des Communautes prirent
la parole au cours de celle seance
fort reussie, qui fut suivie d'une reception offerte par la Commission de la
CEE.
Trois enquates furent realisees par la
FAIB ou avec sa collaboration: a) en
1965 I'enquate au sujet des ressources
et des depenses des organisations
internationales etablies en Belgique;
b) I'etude en 1967,
I'initiative de la
Societe Cooperative « Les Amis beiges
de
la Cooperation
internationale »
(fondee en 1963), sur la situation de la
Belgique comme pays-hate des organisations internationales;
c) I'etude en 1968 sur la nationalite
des cadres dirigeants des organisations internationales etablies en Belgique.

a

En mai 1950, les membres rec;:urent le
premier numero d'un Bulletin d'lnformation, dont le 7e. et dernier numero
fut distribue en octobre 1959.
En 1952, la FAIB, avec le concours de
I'UAI et I'aide financiere du Ministere
de l'lnstruction PUblique, sortit de
presse un Repertoire des organisations internationales etablies en Belgique; en 1956 elle publia un Repertoire des membres nationaux collectifs et des sections beiges des organisations internationales.
Pour favoriser les contacts entre les
membres de la FAIS et les responsables des services de relations internationales dans les departements
ministeriels beiges, six de ces derniers
firent
l'Assemblee generale de 1952
un expose sur leurs fonctions; par la
suite une description de tous ces services fut inseree dans les editions du
Guide Pratique.

a

Trois problemes interessant beau coup
de membres ont retenu particulierement I'attention de la Federation et
donne lieu
diverses reunions de
commissions: celui des obligations
fiscales des organisations, celui des
difficultes douanieres et celui du regime de leur personnel etranger en ce
qUi concerne le permis de travail, la
securite sociale et les impots.

nationales, la Societe Cooperative u Les
Amis beiges de la Cooperation Internationale» et I'Association beige pour
les Nations Unies sous le Haut
Patronage du Prince Albert, du 7 au
18 juin 1966 dans les Galeries RavenSruxelles, avec le concours
stein
financiers de l'Unesco et de la Commission Nationale de l'Unesco et realisee
par l'Union des Associations Internationales.

a

Cet aperc;:u succinct des activltes de la
FAIS montre que celle-ci a une tache
a remplir et que son existence est
utile non seulement aux organisations
membres ou malheureusement non
encore membres, mais aussi Et leur
pays-hate.
Ce qualificatif de pays-hate nous
parait en I'occurrence tout
fait j ustifie, car si nous avons souvent desire
que les autorites nationales et locales
fassent encore davantage pour le
progres de la collaboration de la Selgique au developpement de la cooperation internationale extra muros mais
la
aussi intra muros, nous devons
verite de dire que peu de pays ont
fait autant et de fac;:on aussi desinteressee.

a

a

Quand la FAIB fut creee en 1949, II
n'y avait en Selgique qU'une cinquantaine d'organisations internationales,
que peu de personnes connaissaient.
En 1972, la Selgique offrait I'hospitalite
563 organisations internationales intergouvernementales et non-gouvernementales (521 sieges principaux et 42
sieges secondaires).

a

Sous bien d'autres aspects; I'importance du personnel etranger, les batiments internationaux, les societes internationales
but lucratif, les equipements et services, I'opinion publique
et I'accueil, la vie internationale en
Belgique s'est transformee considerablement, depuis 1945 surtout (3).

a

AUjourd'hui, il faut gerer cette vie internationale, en prevoir les extensions
et les evolutions. Nous souhaitons que
la FAIS puisse apporter a cette ceuvre
sa fructueuse collaboration.
Elle nous permettra d'ajouter que nous
souhaitons aussi que dans d'autres
pays, apn3s !a Suisse et la Be!gique,
se creent des federations analogues
comme instruments de progres de la
collaboration entre les peuples.
0

a

Dans un autre domaine, rappelons la
collaboration apportee
l'Exposition
«La Cooperation Internationale et la
Selgique» organisee par la FAIS,
l'lnstitut Royal des Relations Inte r-

a

G.P. SPEECKAERT.
(1) Jean Baugniet: .. Deux pionniers de la
cooperation internalionale et de la pai. uni·
verse lie : Heml La Fontaine et Paul Ollet.
d.ans le numero de juin 1970 de Syntheses'.
consacre El l'Union des Associations Internationales et
ravenir de la cooperation inter·
nationale privee.
(2) dans le meme numero.
(3) G.P. Speeckaert. La vie internationale en
Beigique. Une 10eme province. Bruxelles, 1973.
Les Amis beiges de la cooperation interna.
tionale (ABCI), 95 pages.

a
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date) (4). Through each successive
edition of the yearbook, this then becomes a delphi-type exercise in harmonization. We hope to produce" maps»
and "atlases» of these interlinking
networks to render the current complexity more transparent.

Why are things going wrong?
Now clearly there are many things
going wrong. We have registered some
3,700 interlinked worldwide problems
so far in our own work. It is not these
which I am here to discuss however.
Instead ! want to talk bluntly about the
problems which prevent us from coming
to grips with the 3,700. I have a sample
list of them on which I will comment
briefly. They are in no particular order:
1) Organizations, interest groups (and
even departments of the same organization) concerned with related issues
find great difficulty in collaborating.
And the more international, interdisciplinary, or intercultural they become,
the more difficult it gets. Even the best
organizations become the vehicles of
personalities with empire-building tendencies. This al ienates other bodies,
however beneficial the empire and
however charismatic the emperor and
his entourage. Competition for very
limited resources is the price we pay
for such specialization.
Problems.

2) Official bodies have great difficulty
in collaborating with associations and
groups particularly those which are of
an informal or ad hoc nature. The situation is much worse outside North America. A closer look at these first two
difficulties shows that we are faced
with a form of inter-organizational discriminp.tion which might appropriately
be called" organizational apartheid »(5).
3) Programs are ill-conceived and do
not match in complexity the problems
on which they focus. The most tragic
example of this is the United Nations
Environment Program. For the first
time the interdiscipl inary nature of problems was explicitly recognized by
governments at Stockholm -and yet is
completely ignored in the conception
and organization of programs in Nairobi. Only problem categories are considered not problem networks. We do not
know how to interrelate the skills and
preoccupations of different disciplines.
Inter-disciplinary discrimination is practiced to such a degree that it is possible
to speak of a form of "conceptual
apartheid ».
4) Because of the difficulties just
mentioned, the inter-disciplinary network and the inter-organizational network are out of phase with the interproblem network. Many organizations
are simply charming memorials to pro-

blems which no longer exist. Some of
us are mainly engaged in building
pyramids to our own memory (6).
5) It is no longer possible to coordinate adequately a network of organizations. The network is fragmented and
oriented towards decentralization and
peripheral
autonomy.
Despite
the
speed of modern communications, information content does not travel well.
Its meanings get transformed and distorted as the message moves through
the network. Organizational systems
operate rather like spastic dinosaurs
relative to the dynamism of the problem
network which they should be facing (6).
6) International treaties, which are the
objective of much international activity,
are seldom ratified. When they come
into force they are inadequately implemented, if at all. The various human
rights conventions are the most tragic
example. A recent study showed that
only three per cent of United Nations
and Specialized Agency resolutions
created new activities (7).
7) Finally, people have turned away
from the organizational systems which
have failed them. They are frustrated
by inaction or token action. They have
watched UN Days, Years, and Decades
come and go with liltle impact on the
increasing magnitude of the problems.
They are bombarded by organizational
Photo WHO/ H Null
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propaganda in a vain effort to mobilize
them in support of particular perceptions of the key problems. A massive
credibility gap has developed (8). There
is no solidarity, no consensus, and no
widespread notion of " we the peoples
of this planet». Most of us do not lose
any sleep when 500,000 people are
rendered homeless, massacred or die
of starvation.
Do we really sincerely believe that
sufficient can be done in time with
such constraints, in the light of the increasing synergism of problem networks and our performance over the
past quarter-century?

Problem of Perception :
paradigms and parables
It is not sufficient to reel off a list of
problems as I have just done. We know
about such problems and others like
them. What we need is some perspective which can give us an overview of
where we are which helps us to interrelate the various issues and organizations. A considerable step in this direction was taken with the Club of Rome's
world dynamics exercise. However,
whether one favors its conclusions or
not, such models are based on one set
of highly aggregated data on a limited
number of problems. They do not give
one a « gut feeling» for where we each
are on the basis of our differing perceptions of the social condition and
why we do not work together. They do
not have a perceptual component.
I would like to share with you three
models, analogies or metaphors (depending on how you wish to use them)
which help me to understand the complexity of our current condition, our
difficulty in coming to grips with it, and
the obstacles to communicating priorities today.
1) Problem maps, atlases and globes:
How well have we mapped our current
problem situation? I would like to
suggest that we are at the same stage
in our problem mapping ability as we
were in the Middle Ages with respect
to mapping the physical characteristics
of the surface of the Earth. The
changing
psycho-social significance
and status of maps, since such early
times, provide us with many clues for
understanding our current situation.
Just as the understanding in Europe of
non-European continents was very
limited at that time, so today there are
only a few well known problem areas
(in this case: population, food, peace,
environment, etc.). Each such territory
(the «feudal state ») is more or less
poorly controlled by a few major organizations (the «cities ») with a few
well-established communication links
between them (the " roads»). The relatIOns between these feudal states are
the limit of our concern. The continents
are only vaguely known (and said to be

... and the need for maps

popUlated by mythical monsters). We
are each happy with artistic or impressionistic
two-dimensional
maps,
centred on our own organization justly
conceived as being the prime mover in
society as we perceive it. The significance of a three-dimensional problem
globe escapes us - it might even be a
heresy to suggest it.
Let us be frank. We are conceptual flatearthers.
Each of our organizations occupies
different parts of this problem territory
- faithful in each case to the local aristocracy, traditions, faiths and superstitions. Content as we are with sketchy
local maps of our problem environment
centred on our own major concerns,
why should we care if our local maps
do not mesh with those of neighbouring
problem territories or with a general

Photo WHO! J. Mohr

map of the region? Who needs to travel? Only fools move off the beaten
track.
Under such conditions one can understand the psychological and communication difficulties which make any general mobilization impossible. Communication frequently breaks down and
moments of solidarity are soon forgotten.
Warring between feudal territories is
common. The state called «food ",
clashes with that called " population».
Alliances are formed and each state
has imperialistic ambitions: «development" wants to incorporate «environment »; «environment» lays claim to
the territory of " development". Lacking
maps, our assemblies of people from
different problem territories are pathetic. The people from « heavily rainfall»
areas cannot understand the constant
harping on water by people from « de-
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sert» areas; the people from" arctic»
areas cannot relate meaningfully to
those from « equatorial» regions.
The history of the evolution of our geographic perceptions, and the tools reqUired to move us towards a global
perception, indicate the kinds of difficulty which we have to face. We need
local problem maps which mesh into
global maps, so that each can see his
place in any world problem strategy,
and so that global decision making can
relate to the tactical problems of groups
as perceived in each community. We
need " road maps» and problem "atlases » to help us to see and appreciate
the relationships, distances and differences between problem territories.

2) Problem galaxy and universe:
For those with more feeling for the
inter-stellar and galactic dynamics portrayed in some schools of science fiction, another model is useful. It is
suggested there that a time will come
when many parts of the galaxy will be
colonized from Earth, and that the
Earth-centered galactic empire will finally break down into isolated planetary empires. As time goes by, such
isolated cultures will come to forget
their common origin, their common
language, and any common cause they
may have had. They will lose their
understanding of the place of their
planet in the galaxy or even in their
planetary system.
I believe that in psycho-cultural terms
we have already reached such a condition (9). Each planetary body here represents a problem territory or viewpoint for which differing styles or organization have been developed. Interplanetary communications are poor to
the point of non-existence. We have lost
the art of inter-stellar travel and navigation. Local planetary politics are of
much more significance. How can such
a galactic non-system be mobilized
against any menace, whether internal
or external? We need a precise understanding of psycho-cultural relativity.
We need the equivalent of faster-thanlight travel.

3) Psycho-social ecosystem :
For those who have more feel for the
complexity of natural ecosystems and
the nature of inter-specific interdependence and competition a further model
is useful.
If the many species of the natural environment are each used as a model
for a problem-oriented organization or
group, we get a new perspective on the
functioning of organizational ecosystems.
Just as species in the natural environment are embedded in complex foodchains, so organizations are embedded
in complex information webs. (We have
mapped neither to any extent.) Just as
intercourse between species is nonfruitful, so interaction between many
organizations is sterile. Nevertheless

the ecosystem does interlink the species
and contains those species which
attempt to take over the whole system.

can this be accomplished more rapidIy?

But which organizational species should
we eliminate:

Facilitative Processes

the crocodile, the rat, the shark, the
wolf, the snake, the scorpion? Each
has its place. Even the hawk and the
dove, or the parasite and the scavenger.
It is the dynamic interrelationship of
such species which maintains the equilibrium of the ecosystem. How do we
eliminate inequality and violence from
such an ecosystem? Is the notion
meaningful?
This model draws attention to the understanding which ecologists and environmentalists could provide for a more
subtle comprehension of the psychosocial system. But experience shows
unfortunately, that each discipline is
especially blind to understanding how
its own thinking can be applied to its
own methods of organization, let alone
the insight it can develop for others.
Ecologists should consider the consequences for the psycho-social system
if every organization concentrated on
the same problem set. Complexity and
variety are reduced - the system becomes considerably less stable. It loses
" maturity» (10). We need a rich
psycho-social gene pool. We need the
variety which appears to be unharmonious (11).
Each of these three models functions in
different ways as a framework to contain
a great deal of complexity and richness.
They allow us to recognize unity in diversity without introducing the simplification which would reduce the " maturity» of the psycho-social system.
We need some such perspective or
context before charging ahead into
different courses of action.
My point is that:
If some organization wants to get
excited about a parti9ular issue,
that's fine.
If another organization wants to try
to coordinate the action of a number of other groups covering issues
seen (by it) to be related, that is fine
too.
If a coalition of groups wants to try
to convince the world that one particular issue is the only issue, that
also is fine.
This is how organizational species
should function. But in pursuing such
a course, we should not expect other
groups and people to understand that
enthusiasm or concern and to fall over
themselves in their desire to join our
bandwagon. (The same is true for
disciplines or schools of thought and
the matrices, paradigms or explanations in which they, often arrogantly,
invite belief.) We need every variety of
approach to the evolving problem network. How can we facilitate consensus
formation and integrated action in such
a complex social environment? How

It is my belief that we could by-pass all
the well-documented obstacles to action. We could achieve this without the
need to depend on massive reallocation of funds - which is improbable and
if done in the current manner would
bear the seeds of its own futility, despite
(or because of) much heavy-handed
monolithic action.
We could achieve this without massive
overnight changes to existing institutions and their interrelationships, which
are also improbable - particularly since
there is no consensus on the new
structures required.
To do this we need new processes.
Such processes must take into account
the following:
1) The effective implementation of national monolithic policies, formulated
and advocated by central elites, however benevolent and participative, is no
longer feasible without dangerously
decreasing the maturity of the psychosocial system. Such policies are " distorted» into new directions at each
step towards the periphery by the people
with power (and different priorities) at
each such level (6).
2) The content of the new processes
cannot be pre-determined. People and
organizations have very different perceptions of what problems and actions
they wish to focus on and with whom
they wish to work. The process must
facilitate the continual emergence of
new values, new models, new forms of
organizations, new perceptions of problems, and whatever action on them is
possible by whatever organizations wish
to act on them through whatever coalitions are possible for whatever period
they are viable.
As I see it there is a vast network of
organizations and groups in our society,
extending from the community level to
the international level. They are of all
kinds and have all sorts of concerns and
links between them. We know almost
nothing about this network as a network; we have only the vaguest indication concerning the number of bodies
in it (23). (Even in the United States we
do not know how many organizations
and groups there are. There may be of
the order of 1,000,000 however, including 30,000 environmental groups, and
360,000 churches, for example.) We do
not know what this network could do if
its processes were facilitated - it is an
almost totally unexplored resource. In
fact we do not even know how to think
about networks, how they work, or their
synergistic potential.
The kinds of minimal, non-directive,
low-resource action we could undertake
to facilitate the network's actions
against the problems perceived by
different parts of it include the following:

1) Mapping the problem
network.
Identify its components and their interrelationships so that people and
groups can move to where the meaningfUl action opportunities are for them.
Why do the different UN agencies not
publish statistics on organizations and
groups? (24) Why do they try to monopolize the action? Detailed maps of
the network should be as readily available as local road maps. People should
be able to obtain problem atlases and
problem globes. Information on the
network can only be obtained and
maintained effectively in people-oriented
data banks (13) used by them: to produce computer-generated maps; for interactive graphic exploration of the
networks (With a three-dimensional
perspective); and for videotape programs surveying particular problem
and organizational networks (14).
Design low-cost, supportive (<< doit-yourself.) computer software packages to be made widely available at the
community and regional level to :
2)

help people locate the parts of the
network to which they could relate.
(In effect this would constitute a
much more powerful inter-disciplinary
for
computerized
yellow-pages
social activities.) Facilitate circulation and exchange of such data
tapes at the local, state, national,
regional and international levels,
and provide suitable interfaces for
technologically underdeveloped regions.
provide administrative aids (e.g.
SUbscriptions
management)
to
groups and organizations and permit them to share mailing lists where
possible.
Facilitative legislation (as is done
to a considerable extent for business
and industry). Belgium is still the only
country which has facilitative legislation for international non-profit organizations (15). Little is done at the national and local level for non-profit organizations.

3)

4) Subsidize post and telephone communications between social action organizations. (The WATS system in the
USA is a useful precedent.)
5) Design
iaciiitaiive
environments
where organizations and people can
meet and interact informally to catalyze,
wherever and whenever possible, the
emergence of action programs and
formal collaboration (16) :
low-cost shared office facilities are
one example, whether at the community, national or international
level. (What is the appeal to business
of the existing network of computerlinked World Trade Centres ?)

-

multi-meetings or idea fairs, where
sessions of many organizations run
concurrently, are another. (Why does
business make such frequent use
of multi-stand trade fairs ?)

Develop a network vocabulary as a
means of changing our atomistic perception (17). We need a rich set of
(basically topological rather than systemic) concepts to give us a feel for networks as networks, rather than as organizations (or problems) with relationships. Without such a holistic vocabulary and the organic strategies to
which it can give rise, organizations
can only act as fragmented components
of an essentially spastic network, focusing on problems erroneously isolated
from the network in which they are
embedded.
6)

7) Develop the concept of an autocoordinated network strategy for networks or organizations, and the new
kinds of information system and display
to facilitate it.

These are just a few of the simple things
we could do to enable this vast network to galvanize itself as it changes
and evolves over time in response to
new issues, insights and resources. Ad
hoc organization crystallizes from it
and dissolves back into it. Hierarchical
organizations are embedded in it, hopefUlly to evolve into more adequate
structures as confidence in the network
develops (18). Such a network concept
is the psycho-social equivalent of the
planetary globe so frequently used as
a symbol at international environment
confere nces.
What we need is to provide a means
whereby a network strategy can evolve (19).
By developing and disseminating adequate maps of the network of organizations and the network of problems, the
maximum amount of decentralized
auto-coordination will occur with the
minimum amount of structural violence.

Interrelationships
Problems, organizations, concepts and
personal development are usually considered as though they were unrelated.
But we have to have a more integrated
conceptual structure in society before
we can perceive the interrelationships
between problems. We need both before we can attempt to interrelate organizational units to handle the interlinked problems. And in an important
sense, our individual ability to tolerate
and comprehend the complexity and
dynamism of these interrelationships is
directly related to our own degree of
personal development. Furthermore, a
general increase in integration in any
of these four domains will tend to increase integration in the other three.
Equally, progressive fragmentation in
any of the domains will provoke disintegrative tendencies in the others (20).
A fundamental difficulty today is our
predeliction for simplistic hierarchical
organization of the interrelationships
between concepts, between organiza-

tions, and between problems. And yet
we are constantly exposed to evidence
that these hierarchies do not contain
the complexity with which they have to
deal.
Neither a hierarchical organization nor
a hierarchy of concepts can handle a
network of environmental problems
without leaving many dangerous loose
ends. It is rather like trying to use classical redcoat tactics to fight guerillas.
The redcoat military hierarchy is completely out-manreuvered by the guerilla
network activity. To respond adequately to our current situation, we need to
be able to evolve conceptual networks
and organizational networks and we
need to be able to understand how to
use them and support them by adequate information networks.
It is my belief that the concept of networks will replace that of hierarchies
and simplistic systems. The network
approach permits us to handle much
greater complexity in the real world of
incomplete information on incommensurable phenomena. (A link in a topological network is equivalent in some
ways to pointing, which is the only
communication technique left to a
fragmented people whose languages
contain no common or unambiguous
elements. Repeated use of this primitive technique, when plotted as a network, may be the only remaining means
of interlinking the multiplicity of referents to the satisfaction of all parties.)
But at some future time the network
notion will itself be replaced by the
notion of fields. It is at this stage that
we can get some convergence with the
mystico-religious viewpoint (21).
For the moment, however, the topological structure of networks is both meaningfUl in terms of information flows
and other relationships (which can be
facilitated by information systems and
represented with a high degree of iconicity on graphics devices) and conceptually rich. Fields are conceptually rich
but are as yet very difficult to handle,
support or represent on information
devices,
except
as
psychological
meaningful graphic art which we are as
yet unable to marry to a scientifically
meaningfUl data base. Networking is
therefore the next step for our society.
It bears the same potential relationship
to the psycho-social world as use of
the wheel has done to the physical
world. Using the network concept as a
foundation or scaffolding device, our
ability to perceive, tolerate and prefer
progressively higher degrees of order
in the organizational, conceptual and
problem environments is a reflection
of our ability to complexity our perceptions of ourselves as individuals
(or eventually as structured fields) in
resonance with such environments.

In Conclusion
While I believe action to be feasible,
and based on as yet untapped human
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and organizational potential, I do not
personally think that the right sort of
action will take place. Each new organizational and conceptual insight will be
distorted to its lowest level of applicability rather than developed to its highest.
The difficulty and potential value of
achieving the kind of interdisciplinary
synthesis needed at this time, and the
relatively low priority accorded to it, is
perhaps most analogous to that currently experienced in magnetohydrodynamics in building a suitable configuration of conditions to contain plasma for
a sufficient time to permit controlled
nuclear fusion reactions. Controlled
fission was easy in comparison, as is
analysis compared to conceptual synthesis.
People are too locked into their own
visions of the global psycho-social
system and each man's vision serves
as the basis for some other man's alienation. (And perhaps we do not fUlly
understand the importance of this process as a means of preserving variety
and stability in a society threatened by
homogeneity and explosive change.).
We could achieve a breakthrough,
but we won't. Not because we do not
already have the technical knowledge
or the facilities, but because we do not
understand ourselves and the dynam ics of how we interact in interdisciplinary, inter-organizational, and intercultural environments (such as this
symposium). We lack a self-reflective
awareness and we do not use sensitive
individuals to give us feedback on the
dynamics of our meetings. (And even if
we could locate such people, and implement the procedure, do we seriously
believe that we could or would change
our actions constructively?) Our consensus formation difficulties in such
settings are usually a reflection of our
inadequacy as human beings (22).
There is of course a paradox in advocating the perception which I have
attempted to clarify. It has the same
status as other perceptions in the
ecosystem of ideas even though it attempts to harmonize them. But when
we have such paradoxes, I think we
are on the right lines. We have had
enough of what I would call « conceptual imperialism».
But if we did release the powerfUl
forces in our society, necessary to master the problems we face, do we have
the knowledge and understanding to
control them?
Supposing, in the face of these crises,
that we could tap the power of a fundamental psycho-social relationship,
in the same way nuclear physics has
enabled us to unleash the power bound
into a fundamental physical relationship? I believe we COUld. But should
we do so? And who is « we» in this
network context?
0

(11) See for example: Stafford Beer. Designing
Freedom. Toronto, Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation (1973).
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Experiences in Networking::
The workshop itself was an experiment
in functioning on the network model:
we functioned non-hierarchically, aimed al maximizing the ability of each
person to contribute from her /his
experience and insights, assumed and
respected the expertise of each participant, and took from people's experience on all levels from the microcosm (the single human being) to the
macrocosm
(international
networks,
universal consciousness) and found the
possibilities for generalizing from one
lev,,1 to another. From these Irallsferrable aspects, we attempted to formulate a general picture of what makes a network in practice among people.
Tw.o participants acted as facilitator and
recorder, each functioning as a channel for the needs of the group as a
whole, working to help manifest the
mind and consciousness of the group.
Attempt was made to remain conscious
of and responsive to the feeling-state
(interest level, comfort, involvement)
of the participants in the meeting individually and as a group, and to make
the work of the meeting flow from the
feeling of connectedness and mutuality
of the group.
The first step in the process of determining the agenda was to determine
the interest and concerns of each participant in the workshop. Each person
in turn laid out the questions she /he
wished to explore. The facilitator synthesized all of this information and
came up with five questions' for us to
address.
What characterizes a network:
examples from experience.
2 The place of leadership in a network; the question of the existence
of hierarchy in a network.
3 The network of: a person, a person's relationships, a person in the
world.
4. The question of the interrelationship of networks.
5. The question of network vulnerability, information distribution, the
dynamic of inclusion in or exclusion from networks.

(') Extracts from the report of a
workshop held during the meeting on
Exploring the Network Alternative"
Montreal. 18-20 November 1976. The
report of the latter meeting was reproduced in "T ransnational Associations"
N 9 on pages 352-365

In the course of our six-hour meeting,
we did not formally pass on from the
first question to the others. We discussed the characteristics of a network
first laying out the concepts which each
of us includes in our personal understanding of what a network is. then
discussing the networks in which each
of us is or has been involved. Our
discussion of the networks in which we
are involved raised and spoke to all
of the other agenda questions.

which was operative in our further diScussion of networks. We found this process of definition by brainstorming.
combined with a further discussion of
specific existing networks. helpful as
part of an ongoing, evolutionary process of defining what a network is.

A summary of functions
of networks which were
discovered from discussion
of existing networks

What characterizes a network ?
Concepts from our personal definitions .cooperative process
channel of communication
group consciousness
consensus in action
the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts.
It was suggested as well that a network
is a way of bringing to expression and
into relation the dynamic between
that which is finite and that which is
infinite; and of combining and balancing focused,
specific,
purposefUl
awareness and diffuse, wholistic. general awareness.
Suggesfed characteristics 01 networks:

lateral
bilateral
two-way communication
modes of input and output
multidirectional flow
equality
accessibility
inequality
flexibility
responsiveness
synthesis of opposites
integration
shared biases
shared values
shared objectives
balance of purposeful existence and
communitarian existence.
Suggested functions'

focus without control
linking, interlinking
solidarity
manifesting the dynamic between and
balance of the rights and worth of an
individual and the rights and worth of
a group
personal self-satisfaction
participation
space for self-actualization and personal
creativity
affirmatlon. support. reliiforcemenl.
The synthesis of these words and phrases formed the working definitIOn

Shared values, common concern .
Many of the discussed networks came
together around shared values or biases, to make a particular kind of change. to protect a shared idea from distortion. to identify all of the options
available for dealing With a problem
and synthesize.
Information-related functions:
Networks are formed as a way for people to exchange ideas, information and
intuitions about a shared concern. 10
spread information or awareness about
a valued concept, to filter information.
Dr to direct the flow of information
Personal support:
Networks function to sustain the personal growth of network members. for
the internal enrichment of participants
in the network. for resource sharing.
and for reinforcement, increased status. and support for people operating
within hierarchies.
Relating to or obviating hierarchies
Networks serve to open up to public
dialoQ. diSCUSSion and solutIOn of pi 0blems which are usually or inadequately dealt with within II1stltutlons. They
serve to modify the decision-making
structure of hierarchies. provide alternative information flow Within hierarchies. get people together who have
common functions or goals within
different hierarchies to overcome the
structural blockages hierarchies set
up. or to overcome the low PrlOflty
within the hierarchy of a shared value
(housing, hunger. for example).
Nelworks serve to increase effiCiency.
espeCially in terms of time, of achie·
ving some purpose. by bypassing some
levels of authority within bureaucracies. They prOVide an arena for cooperation between people Wllh [l common
problem who have to relate 10 dlfle..
rent power structures (for example blnallonal problems of concern to more
than one government I
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Some questions about
networks
Our discussion of the networks of
which we are part gave rise to some
additional questions, which we set
down, talked about, but did not answer.
Can a network be created: are
the channels of energy flow created or are they already existent and
is building a network opening already
existent channels?
Can a network be eliminated: if
so, what is the standard for tenure
of a network? How many nodes
need be eliminated before a network ceases to exist? If people are
out of touch is the network still
there? Is a network destroyed if
it fails to reach an objective?
What constitutes a node: are all
the people in a network nodes?
How many people can there be in
a node? The question of the relative importance of nodes the impact
of a person can be local, regional,
or global. Is each of these people
a different kind of node?

UNESCO

Some thoughts on the
question of personal support
for people doing networking
Nurturance is necessary to the survival
of network and networkers. One needs
to be healthy and for one's life to be
whole to work well. Networks must
have an internal nurturance system.
Maturity and security are important;
strongly individuated people are necessary.
The problem arises of differentiating
the needs of a person that can be met
by a network and those which a person
must meet for her / him self in other
ways - not projecting personal needs
(vested Iflterests) on the network in a
way that sucks the energy of the whole.
People tend to see something that's
greater than themselves as being able
to meet their needs.
When do personal needs take precedence over service to the network?
There needs to be a way for people
doing networking to keep an active
balance between serving and being served.
If one's material survival is linked to
being a networker, it is necessary to
be unattached to the income in order
to do the work in a way of service and
unselfishness. Volunteer work was suggested as an alternate way to overcome
the problem of vested interest. Volunteer work combined with holding another lob for survival can lead to burnout.
It Nas suggested that the job of a networker is to make the network selfsuffiCient.

Thoughts on the question
of vested interest at work
within institutions and networks
A postulated process of network formation :

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Initial random involvement in the
network based on high ideals.
All nodes of the network are of
equal value or weight in terms of
energy input.
Some nodes take on more responsibility voluntarily.
A perceived need for qual ity control develops.
Training
programs and
recruitment are developed.
People start working for a combination of dedication and money.
The continuation of the institution
becomes the vested interest of the
people being paid.
Institutions which start out serving
social or human needs end up perpetuating and explOiting those needs
to keep themselves In existence.

Some problems inherent
in networks
Expansion-related problems
Determining the most Viable
pansion rate

ex-

-

Philip Boucas

Maintaining open-ness and being
inclusive during the growth and
expansion process without losing
integrity.
Determining criteria for inclusion
exclusion.

Work-related problems.
Balancing long-term functions and
short-term goals.
Identifying the level at which the
purpose toward which the network
is working is COmmon to all part 1clpants (the level on which to
work).

Follow-up
it was agreed by all participants in the
workshop that the kinds of information
and experience-sharing which we did
were very helpful in terms of broadening and deepening our understanding of what a network is and III terms
of the context which that understanding prOVides for the klllds of work
that we do.
We decided to contlflue our collaboration in lhe ongOing process of cxplorIrlg networks. and to become IIlvolvl,rj
With olhers who ~ihare our Iflterests ~_H\(1
concerns
The definitions and chalacterlstlcs
which we set down In lhe course ut thl~
workshop arc' a lWglf1flll1q step
•
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NETWORK ORGANIZA1'IONAL STRATEGY
The following is an extract from the Yearbook of World, Problems and Human Potential,
recently published by the UIA and Mankind 2000.

The conventional approach to any problem situation is to elaborate a strategy. But, as this publication attempts to show,
the number, variety and interrelationships of the problems are
such that it is legitimate to question whether any conventional
strategy could be even partly adequate. A fundamental difficulty
today is the predeliction for simplistic hierarchical representation of the interrelationships between concepts, between organizations, and between prob'lems. This is so despite constant
exposure to evidence that these hierarchies do not contain
the complexity with which society has to deal.
It is for this reason that it is questionable whether conventional
strategy, which is based on the assumption that it can be
formulated and administered through a hierarchical chain of
authority, can respond to the needs of the time. Neither a
hierarchical organization nor a hierarchy of concepts can
handle a network of environmental problems, for example
without leaving many dangerous gaps through which unforesseen problems may emerge and be un containable. It is rather
like trying to use 18th century (redcoat) military strategy to
fight guerillas. The redcoat military hierarchy and mode of
warfare is completely outmancevered by guerilla network activity. (An even more uncomfortable parallel may be that of the
admirable attempt of the Polish cavalry to contain a tank invasion in 1939).
The elements of the strategic problem at this time include:
(a) a vast and largely un comprehended network of perceived
problems and problem systems, on which no single body has
(or possibly could have) adequate information.
(b) a vast and fragmented network of conceptual tools and
knowledge resources, which is not (and possibly could not be)
comprehended by any single body.
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(c) a vast and largely uncomprehended network of agencies,
organizations, groups and active individuals spanning every
conceivable human interest and extending from the community level to the international level and on which no single body
has (or possibly could or should have) adequate information.
These networks and others, are not static structures. They are
rapidly changing, growing and evolving in response to pressures, tensions, needs and aspirations perceived in very different parts of the social system. These networks, and their
component subnetworks, are not controlled or controllable by
any single body, if only because the complexity cannot be
handled by any single body or group of bodies.
The strategic problem therefore is how to ensure that the
appropriate organizational resources emerge, and are adequately supported and provided with appropriate conceptual
tools, in response to emerging problem complexes. But it
would seem that this must be achieved without organizing and
planning such organized response for to the extent that any
part of the network is so organized, other parts will develop
(and probably should develop) which favour alternative
approaches.
One challenge is therefore to develop the meaning and constraints of what may be termed a network strategy. This is an
approach which facilitates or catalyzes (rather than organizes)
the emergence, growth, development, adaptation and galvanization of organizational networks in response to problem networks, in the Iight of the values perceived at each particular
part of the social system.
To the point that such values may not be the" right» values,
it is only possible to respond that the challenge is to use the
dynamics of the social system to heal itself, to compensate for
inadequate values (by the educational action of group on
group), and thus to mature the social system. The strategic
problem is to ensure that all possible resources bring themselves to bear on the perceived problems, but without introducing at the highest level any element of organizational imperialism, or, in its absence, what might be called conceptual
imperialism (or even fascism). The most enlightened developed-country value, may well be an inappropriate straitjacket
in a developing country's cultural context. Any such strategic
simplification can therefore only lead to alienation, possibly
apathy, and of course even to compensatory action. The
degree of organization introduced by a body thus defines the
level at which that body is competent to operate the greater
the degree of programme control and organization, the more
restricted the scope of its possible effective operation. The
challenge is to speed up some of the dynamics of the social
system so that organizational, conceptual, and value inadequacies become more rapidly evident in order that more appropriate subsitutes may be evolved. This is a learning proces5
essential at every point in the social system.
To the point that any such strategy needs to be coordinated,
the response can only be that at this time all that is possible
(or even desirable) is a form of augmented auto-coordination
within organizations and organization networks. The challenge
is to find the right means of facilitating whatever auto-coordination is possible, recognizing that to the extent that the
degree of coordination is considered inadequate by one part
of the network. it will attempt to elaborate tighter forms of
coordination. whatever the views of the other (possibly alienated) parts for which a different approach may be successful.
(It is interesting to note that some of the more recently created United Nations structures place great emphasis on the
notion of a network and de-emphasize the notion of central
organization the United Nations University, the UN Environment Programme's information service, the UNESCO / ICSU
UNISIST system).
The greatest unrecognized resource at this time is the vast
uncharted network of organizations of every kind, with every
kind of preoccupation and with every degree of effectiveness.
It is not known either what this network could achieve if its
processes were facilitated, or what is the nature of its synergistic potential. Just as there is a Third World of underdeveloped countries constituting the greater proportion of the
world's population. so there is a Third World of underdeve-

loped organizations which could (and do in part) constitute
the most vital resource for the solution of world problems.
At the close of the First United Nations Development Decade
(1960-1969), the Secretary-General of UNCTAD stressed the
importance of the creation of 'political will' to avoid a Second
Decade" of even deeper frustration than the first one" (TO /
96). Following remedial action by the UN Office of Publ ic Information, in the UN Secretary-General's review and appraisal
of the" Dissemination of Information and Mobilization of Public
Opinion Relative to Problems of Development» (E! 5358, 21
May 1973) it is noted that « tlte state of public opinion on
matters of development, particularly in the industrialized countries, is generally less favourable today than it has been in
the past ». The report notes 0< it would probably be unfair to
conclude that a sudden callousness had overcome public
opinion in the developed countries, It is more Ii ke a closing
of the gates to a pattern of generalizations perceived as outworn by over-use. Over the same period the problem situation has worsened considerably.
It would seem that there is a case for considering an alternative approach to facilitating the response of the organizational
network to the world problem complex in order to avoid a
Third United Nations Development Decade of even deeper
frustration than the second.
One facilitative technique is to make accurate, readily comprehensible maps widely available so that new structures and
their auto-coordination can emerge wherever possible. HopefUlly this publication will stimulate further thinking on the
meaning of a network strategy in such a context, in place of
continued faith in the planning and action of a limited number
of organizations (which have proved unable to contain the
problems of the recent past and are therefore unlikey to be
able to contain the more. complex problems which are emerging).
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ENHANCING TRANSNATIONAL
NETWORK ACTION

In recent Issues of Transnational Associations reports have been published
on «complexity» as a constraint on
social innovation. Those articles showed how the complexity of world problems was not matched and contained
by an appropriate network of concepts.
intormatlon systems and organizations.
And, perhaps even more seriously, it
was pointed out that our antiquated
approach to organizing meetings seems
to obstruct any efforts to focus effectively on complex issues without dangerously over-simpl ify ing them, al ienat ing
potential collaborators, or inhibiting
our ability to act.
The same issues of Transnational Associations have also contained articles
on the emerging use of organizational
networks and their significance as a
response to our complex rapidly evolving social environment. However, as
with conventional organizations, the
activities of such networks are, for the
most part. currently governed by the
communication costs, rates and delays
associated with document production,
the intercontinental postal service and
occasional use of the telephone and
telex.

In this issue of Transnational Associations, we have gathered together a number of articles to explain how a new
and little known technique - computer conferencing - is I ikely in the immediate future to change radically the
way that people can meet and work
through national and international
groups. It is a technique which provides
direct support to organizational networking- possibly of as yet unforeseen kinds - - and without necessarily
requiring and remforcing some of the
antiquated structural features which we
seem to be currently obliged to build
into our organizations for legal, adminlstrat Ive, political or prestige purposes.

It cannot be stressed too strongly that
those familiar with this technique consider it to be a breakthrough in personto-person communication of as much
social significance as was the telephone.
This is best illustrated by the fact that
it can facilitate (possibly anonymous)
contact between people or groups on
the basis of common interests or projects but without requiring prior knowledge of the identities of those who can
usefUlly be contacted. (The table on
p. 403 may help to explain how computer conferencing differs from more
familiar forms of communication). Although the technique is relatively easy
to describe, it is however quite difficult to understand the radical nature of
its implications:

« Most of our intuit ions about face-toface interaction do not apply to this
new and unusual form of communication. In computer conferencing, time
and distance are dissolved... Each person's «memory» of what has been
said is accurate and complete. And
everyone may « speak» at once or « listen» at leisure. With such features...
entirely new patterns of interaction
emerge ».
(J. Vallee et al. The Computer Conference : an Altered State of Communication? The Futurist, 9, 3 June 1975,
pp. 116-121).
It should be stressed that such patterns
can be significant in terms of clarifying
action decisions between many bodies
as is illustrated by the fact that the
first computer conferencing system was
developed for the U.S. Office of Emergency Preparedness. It should also be
stressed that such patterns of interactjon blut the distinctions between a
meeting and an organization and the
roles and activities normally associated
with each. The need for the physical
presence of people, files and records
at a particular location may rarely be
necessary. The internal rules governing
any computerbased organizations may
simply by-pass current legislative pro-

visions and rigidities concerning" statutes ».
Those who doubt the future relevance
of such a technique to their own activities should reflect on how the operations of their organizations are limited
by dependence on telephone! post itravel, on how qUickly low-cost « pocket
computers» have become common in
office and home, on the sophisticated
games that can now be plugged into a
television set in the home or a cafe,
and on the forecast that computer terminals will soon be as cheap as colour
TV sets. Those who perceive the technique as irrelevant to their relations
with developing countries should consider the current world-w ide development in data networks and satellite
communications and their own problems
of communication with such countries.

.,
A number of international associations
have used the technique for their own
programmes (see page 446) as has the
Kettering Foundation which is investigating its use. Several articles included
here report on the active support being
given by the U.S. National Science Foundation to groups of scholars wanting
to keep in computer-based liaison. Already groups of scholars concerned
with specialized areas are making use
of this technique as a substitute for
their normal communications (and for
the professional organization ?). Soon
an individual will be faced with the
question of whether he or she can afford not to Iink into the special interest
network(s) of those with whom he or
she normally interacts where cost
is a factor, for many the choice between a TV and a computer terminal
will not be difficult, particUlarly since
the latter IS a guarantee of non-directive interaction rather than programmed passivity. Groups, associations and
institutions will be faced with the same
question - with the flexibility and ra-

-------_.-._---

----_.~._-

pidlly of computer conlerencing contrasting as sharply with the uncertainilies and rigldities 01 current postal and
t",lephone communications as did the
telephone with Ihe messenger and pigeon post services in the past.

There appear to be three different
» styles» of computer conferencing
(aside from the distinctions made in
the article by Jacques Vallee) : (a) Offering the conferees every conceivable
automated means of conferring and interacting and using the computer to prevent them from being overwhelmed
(This is the approach of the new EIES
system); (b) Prestructuring the con·
ference to include low-key computer
communications and guiding the moderator with analytical feedback to facilitate ·the exercise of any necessary
leadership to ensure participation (This
is the approach of the PLANET system);
(c) Determining the basic concepts
about which information will be exchanged during the conference and
using participant computer input to refine the interrelationships between the
concepts as a guide to determining
with whom it would be most fruitful
for each to interact (This is the « Conference Facilitation» approach).
The articles printed here stress the importance of the technique for maintaining links between a relatively stable
network of people dispersed over a
large geographical area. Most of them
neglect its potential impact on a large
conference where people have difficul·
ty in making significant contacts to benefit from the presence of unforeseen
groupings of people who share a concern that none of them had necessarily
expected to be expressed on that occasion. The technique can facilitate the
emergence of such groupings or coalitions within a relatively unstable and
rapidly changing network of people and
issues, whether present at a conference
or linked to it from distant locations.
It offers considerable advantages as a
means of facilitating communication in
a multilingual environment (with no limit on the number of languages) since
any message can be passed via the
appropriate translator(s). And It is an
ideal technique for facilitating the transformation from plenary session configurations into a multitude of small
groups and back again - particularly
when the number, concerns and room
allocations of the small groups need to
be flexibly determined up to the last
minute. or when many such groups can
usefully be conducted without need for
face-to·face contact. (1)

Tt'ere should be no IllUSIOns about the
difficulties of obtaining the full benefit
from thiS technique One article (page
436) reports on the legislative and re-

gUlatory problems which Will be created by the PTT administrations unfamiliar with or resistant to it. There are stili
political problems to be solved in the
establishment of the European On~line
Information Network (EURONET) and
the compromises made will not necessarily facil itate computer conferencing
particularly in those countries which
tend to inhibit person-to-person contact
and group formation. Meanwhile multinational enterprises are rapidly expanding their own US-based data networks
and services. We are about to witness
a subtle battle between those offering
access to data bases via networks, with
all the political and economic implications of dependency incurred by acceptance of anyone of them. There
are problems of data base monopolies
and data network cartels. Information
is power and undOUbtedly many intelligence agencies will wish to monitor
data Iinks as an extension of their focus on telephone calls. It may even be
that the full potential of this person-toperson technique will be made available
only in some countries or only within
specialized conference centres, thinktanks, or other elite institutions. The
considerable advantage it gives to such
places will rapidly become obvious.
On the other hand, computer conferencing could really constitute the much
needed major breakthrough in international and transnational action. It creates a unique « communication environnant» which facilitates all aspects
of organization and meeting actiVity,
whilst giving greater precision to whatever controls and structuring are felt by
participants to be really necessary. An
individual or group with many interests
is freed to interact. virtually simultaneously, with many different networks,
rather than being restricted by the need
for attention to only one of them. It IS
the ideal techniq ue to by-pass intergroup and intra-institutional communication blockages.

:;:

In a special sense computer conferencing gives form and structure (however
subtle and dynamic), for the first time,
to the Sixth Continent - the transnational, non-territerial world over
which so much activity takes place.
We can but speculate on the individual
and group energy which could be « unlocked» by the catalytic effect of such
a communication environment. What
would be the effect on a transnational
association if all its members were 50
linked? What would be the effect on
an intergovernmental agency If all its
secretariat offices and members were
so linked') What would be the effect
on the network of NGOs In consultative
status with IGOs If they were so linked?
What if " transnational centres " esta~
bllshed In eacll city were so linked?
What IS ItS significance for the organizatIOn of a transnatlonal university In

a mUltilingual, transidsciplinary eml'ronment ?
;.

*
It may well be that conventional organizations will be unable to respond appropriately to this opportunity because
of the perceived threat to their traditional structures. (One shOUld, for
example, eval uate carefUlly precisely
what new kinds of exchanges, if any,
were permitted during the Unesco experiment in • tele-conferencing» reported on page 423). But new groups,
and coalitions of transnational groups,
may well take to this non-directive technique » like a duck takes to water ». It
is not difficult to foresee the possibility that alternative communities around
the country (and across continents)
will shortly link themselves through
many such computer conferences into
a rich and active network whose characteristics and potential are already
beginning to emerge.

"

* *
Already, for example, the London Festival for Mind and Body (100,000 participants) is investigating its use for
1978, and the Humanity Foundation is
planning its use during a satellite linkup between simultaneous meetings in
Los Angeles, Toronto and London of
3,500 persons each. If the value of the
technique is satisfactorily demonstrated
by such grass-roots initiatives, a new
era in transnational communications
will be launched and a further question mark may be placed over organizations and meetings as currently structured.
.j.:

*

Whilst conventionally structured bodies
will of course continue to exist (and may
even permit themselves minimal use of
this technique), we may witness widespread transnational
interaction of
people and groups through a multiplicity of computer» conferences» whose
number, interconnectedness, and subject matter change constantly in a bewildering variety of configurations in
rapid response to the issues and insights of the day. The majority of such
conferences wil! have no need to make
use of a conventionally structured organization base - they will have broken free of the territorial requirement.
Whether such conferences are "organizatlons" or « meetings" or neither is an academic question It is
through them that the majority of transnational act ion IS likely to occur in the
future

fOilSI/Jlllty study of tillS appllA J N JUdge. Compuler
confercnclI1g as a means of enhanclfJg
commlJrJlcatlOn ill iJ large conference
les/lvaI. Brussels. UIA, 1977, 20p
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Facilitating the networking processes of a
transnational university using
computer conferencing
This is a working paper prepared by A.J.N. Judge for the second Planning Meeting
(Geneva, January 1978) of the Goals, Processes and Indicators of Development Prolect
of the Human and Social Development Programme of the United Nations University
(7okyo), coordinated from the Instltut universitaire d'etudes du developpement (Geneva).
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Introduction
The purpose of this report is to attempt
to identify how the technique known
as computer conferencing (*) could
prove of considerable significance to
the operations of a transnational, transdisciplinary university network. There
are several examples of such networks.
The clearest is the United Nations
University which is being deliberately
based on a world-wide network of national and regional institutes. A very
different example is the network of
institutes which make up the International Federation of Institutes of Advanced Stud ies. And another extreme

( .) See Transnational ASSOciatIOns, 1977, 10,
spec,al ,ssue 1977, 12, pp. 401-448
( ... ) Another mtermedlate case of historical
Interest IS the first, although short-lived, International University eSlabllshed In Brussels In
1920 on lhe initiatIve of lhe UnIon of International ASSOCIatIons
Its peak membership
comprlsed 15 universities WIth 346 unIversIty
orofessors from 23 countries supported by 13

International associations and the League of
Nations which each had special Chairs. Courses
'..... t're given tor thr~!\~ seS$lon~ ~1920-1922' tv
;:'t~P Illl!

,t(l complf'>h' Ih(>H lralfllng
lIlltl,ltlon Into thp lrltelnallonal compaaSpt'Cb ~)f all grp,lt ploblems

"~I('l'9rl
1.~tIYt>

5ttlctents

is represented by the proposed Free
International University for Creativity
and Interdisciplinary Research. The
above examples are network-based and
are therefore Quite different from the
many
«international"
universities,
including the European University Institute (Florence) and the College of
Europe (Bruges). The Inter-University
Centre of Postgraduate Studies (Dubrovnik) is however an intermediate
case in that it is geographically centred
but dependent on an international network of university institutes (**),
This report is therefore primarily concerned with the genuinely transnational and transdisciplinary networks and
not with geographically centred institutes, nor with national university networks such as Educom in the USA,
nor with interesting national experiments such as the Open University in
the UK. Of special interest are those
networks which attempt the difficult
task of balancing. in both their conceptual and operational concerns, the
constraints and challenges of the NorthSouth and East-West influences encountered in facing up to the problems
of th<> world,

Problems of transnational,
transdisciplinary operations
The special problems of such operations may be grouped as follows (without attempting to establish their relative importance) :
1. Problems of geographical distance
a. Physical distance: The inter-continental dispersion of participating bodies and individuals has a major impact
on the operation of the network by
inhibiting the movement of people,
resources and concepts. Although this
may in part be disgUised by gathering
people together at national or regional
centres (or for periodic meetings) thiS
may only represent a change in kind
of the problem for mtra-national
and intra-regional distances may be
very great (and not necessarily less
costly in
travel terms. because of
peculiarities in ticket pricmg).
b. Time delays: Even when It IS only
a Question of movement of documents
or audio-visual materials. the postal
delays of up to several months may
severely mhlblt maintenance of ade·
quate contact Within the network

,w
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c. Finance; Both the preceding problems may be solved by increased
fumllng for air travel and airmail postage. However In practice the cost is
prohibitive and (;an only be lustifled
Ifl the case 01 certain key individuals
and documents (and even then it is
questionable whether their movement
around the network does more than
,"crease awareness 01 the conceptual
constraints imposed upon those who do
not have such privileges).
d.
is
or
in
of

Time zones: But even when there
no financial constraint on telephone
tele-satellite contact, the mismatch
time zones may make regular use
such real-time solutions impratical.

2. Problems of cultural differences
a. Language: The assumption that the
use of English resolves the language
problem in only credible to those whose mother tongue is English and who are
thus insensitive to lingUistic Imperialism, the conceptual pitfalls of monol
ingualism, and the problems of concept transfer to and Irom other languages. These difficulties must be
faced in a transnational network, part
of whose function is to make use of
such diversity.
b. Shifts in values and priorities: Subtle differences in perspective of this
kind around the network may undermine efforts at establishing consensus,
at maintaining collaboration, or even
at developing communication. Furthermore, it is only too easy to encrust a
different conceptual stance with stereotyped perceptions and prejUdices concerning people of the culture in question. This inhibits healthy development
of the network. Such dilficultues are
aggravated by the above-mentioned
constraints in communication.
c. Behavioural modes and prelerences : The Western academico-administrative style adopted by the international community is associated with
certain working habits, meeting processes, altitudes towards the use of
time and space (*), and preferred
methodS of presenting information.
There are differences in other cultures
whose significance for the operation of
a transnational network it can be unwise to negiect
3. Development-related inequalities
a. Equipment: The style of academic
work possible in industrialized countries. because of ready access to telephones. document reproduction equipment and computers, is not necessarily
matched in developing countries or in
poorly funded institutes in the network.
I')
E.J
Hall.
The
Hidden
Dimension
New York. Doubledon. 1966.
(. -) Extracts from the mtroductlon to • lntegratl\le, unitary and transdlsclpllnary concepts
• In: Yearbook 01 World Problems and Hu·
man Polentlal _. Brussels. UIA Mankind 2000,
1976

b. Education; It IS a functIOn of a
transnational univerSity network to be
comprised of Institutes of differing
educational levels and standards. Any
assumption concerning the desirability
of some uniform standard of excellence raises issues which it is the purpose
01 the network to resolve.
c. Funding: the difficulties created
by financial constraints, and the differences around the network in the
relative budgetary importance of the
same items or services, reqUire no
comment.
d. Status: Since the image and status
of an institute is quickly linked to its
equipment,
educational
level,
and
funding, special difficulties of communication arise between institutes
where there is an awareness of such
differences in status.
4. Institutional barriers
a. Administrative difficulties: The ad J
ministrative structure and procedures
which a particular institute has acquired or inherited may render communication between institutes on substantive and conceptual matters secondary
to fulfillment of procedural requirements or other behavioural norms.
(It is not unknown for some communications between UN agencies to require approval from 3 or more levels
of the bureaucracy even for longdistance phone calls).
b. Government monitoring: Government agencies of many countries, in
which it is desirable that the network
should have an associated institute,
expect to have the right to monitor
communications (whether directly or
ind irectly) to and from such an institute. Any attempt to avoid this may
result in an increase in the administrative barriers discussed above.
Thom•• WlIIred ; Kinetic .culpture

c. Customs, tax and exchange control;
Although apparently trivial. such d Ifficulties can severely inhibit the movement of documents and resource
persons.
d. Professional difficulties: The movement of persons between institutes in
the network can be indirectly but severely inhibited by the attitude adopted
towards such activity by the professional or laculty group either 10 the
home-country or 10 the receiving
country.
5. Multiplication 01 interlocking perspectives
The operation of the network is considerably complicated by the need to
maintain its relevance to those oriented
towards;
pure (<< value-free») research
applied research
undergraduate education
postgraduate education
training /brieling officials
political relevance as an instrument
which through its operations diminishes North-South and East-West
inequalities.
policy significance for action programmes by the international community.
'6. Personal idiosyncracies
It is appropriate to note the diffiCUlties
in communication which may arise
because 01 a person's relative slowness
of thought, verbal habits, physical handicaps, or any other characteristics
which may trigger unconscious prejudices.
7. Problems of interdisciplinarity
Today most scientists are acknowledged as specialists, for whom it is legitimate to know progressively more and
Photo IPS
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more about less and less. As Harold
Linstone note (**): • When a group
of prestigious future-oriented interdisciplinary scientists meets, the result
usually fits the words of novelist Arthur Koesller :
The moment you put them together
in a conference room. they behave
like schoolboys performing a solemn
play.. each of them possesses a small
fragment of the Truth which he believes to be the Whole Truth, which he
carries around in his pocket like a tarnished bubble gum, and blows up on
solemn occasions to prove that it contains the ultimate mystery of the universe. Discussion? Interdisciplinary
dialogue? There is no such thing. except on the printed program. When the
dialogue is supposed to start each g6ts
his own bubble gum out and blows it
into the other's faces. Then they repair. satisfied, to the cocktail room».
(The Call Girls. New York, R'Indom
House, 1973).
Georges Gusdorf, in an exceptional
survey of interdisciplinarity for the
French-language Encyclopaedia Universa lis comments on the obstacles
to interdisciplinary knowledge:
- an epistemological obstacle, ariSlOg
from the inexorable process of discipline subdivision and divergence;
an institutional obstacle, in that
teaching and research institutions
reinforce the above separation
through administrative procedures
which tend to eliminate communications with institutions associated
with other disciplines;
- a psycho-sociological obstacle, the
division of intellectual space into
ever smaller compartments and
the multiplication of institutions assuming the management of each
such territory results in the formation
of a feudal system (he also uses the
term epistemological capitalism)
which governs the majority of scientific teaching and research enterprises;
a cultural obstacle, whereby the separation between disciplines is aggravated by the separation between
cu Ilures, languages, trad itions and
their associated mentalities to
the point that science itself is a
typically western phenomenon.
Gusdorf also notes the existence of
various kinds of false interdisciplinarity.

Computer conferencing
11 is not possible to give a comprehensive description of computer confer-

9

1 ~)
Harold Llnstone.
Communications:
the
pla'lner's predicament. (Paper 10 Rome SpecIal
F utu res Research Conferences, 1973),

\")

Trdnsnailonal ASSOCiations,

1977,

10, spe-
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encing in this report. This has been
done in a collection of papers C)
which should be read in conjunction
with this outl ine of its relevance to the
operation of a transnational university.
A brief description given therein by
Murray Turoff is as follows:

has missed and show them to him whenever he is ready. Each message is
assigned a number and labeled with
author, date. and time for easy identification and retrieval. Computer conferencing is a truly self-activatlOg form
of communication.

At Its Simplest level, computer conferencing is a written form of a conference telephone call. Using a computer
terminal, a person can talk to a group
of people by typing messages and
reading, on a display screen or a printout. what the other people are saying.
The computer automatically informs
the group when someone joins or
leaves the discussion. When a person
signs off, the computer marks his location in the discussion and picks up
at that point when he rejoins the conference. Computer conferencing dif
fers from verbal communication in
some very important ways. People
engaged in computer conferencing can
be both geographically and chronologically dispersed. In computer con ferencing. everyone may "talk» or
" listen» at the same time. A person
can make his contribution to the discussion at his own convenience, rather
than having to wait until other speakers
have finished. He can work at his own
pace taking as much or as little time
as he needs to read, contemplate. or
reply. He can " leave» the conference
at any time. knowing that the computer
will store all of the messages that he

The fact that input can be anonymous
leads to more open and unlOhibited
discussions, particularly in the case
of someone who would otherwise be
hesitant to disagree with a superior. The
reSUlts of votes are presented only as
distributions and there is no way to
determine who voted which way on
any particular issue; in addition. a conferee can change his vote at any time.
During the computer conference. individuals may" whisper» to one another
by exchanging private messages which
are not part of the permanent record
of the conference: the other conferees
are not even aware that these exchanges are taking place. This whispering
capability, by maklOg possible timely
SUbgroup negotiations and diSCUSSions.
can lead to more rapid resolution of
important issues, The printout capability proVides a permanent record of
the proceedings and insures against
someone belllg misquoterL It IS possible to retrieve Illformation without
going through the entire text: you might
want to see all messages conlallllOg key
words or the Illput of a particular person

1 56.

Computer conlerencing puts unique
psychological pressure on a person
whose messages lend to be verbose,
Irrelevant, or filled with bureaucratic
Jargon he will soon notice that no one
I~ paYing any attention to his messages.
In a face-to-face conference, people
have to give an appearance of listening
to the speaker, but there is no way you
can force a person to read your messages on his computer terminal. One other
important point I should make is that
computer conferencing is the most
efficient way to handle large group discussions involving 25 Or more people
and should be considered any time
more than five people are discussing a
subject. A conference telephone call
begins to get difficult with more than
five people. and face-ta-face meetings
encounter problems when more than
15 people are involved.

Feasibility
The feaSibility of using computer conferencing may be usefully examined
under the headings of hardware. software. data networks. data bases, facilitalive systems. cost and demand.
Hardware: Computer terminals are
now increasingly common and it is
expected that they will Soon become
standard office equipment at about the
cost of a colour TV set. (Note the SUdden rise in the availability of hand
computers and the drop in their cost).
Software: A number of software systems have been developed and are
in regular use. Examples are: PLANET / FORUM.
CONFER,
EIES.
A
new generation of software is being
tested by user groups under a grant
from the U.S. National Science Foundation.
Data networks: Intra-continental and
Inter-continental data networks (required to link terminals) are now multiplYing. Examples of government sponnetworks
are:
EURONET.
sored
Examples of
SCANNET.
ESANET.
commercial networks are' TYMNET.
TELENET. Many networks are in
operation world-wide for specialized
services:
finance,
meteorological
data. technological know-how, etc.
Data bases: By mid-1978, it has been
estimated that around 100 data bases
will be available on line through EURONET. The Lockheed data base
service currently
provides several
thousand customers world-wide with
Instant access to 15 million abstracts
of reporls and Journal articles in science, technology. social science and
business. A number of UN Specialized
Agencies have developed, Singly or

(') See
Transnatlonal Associations. 1977. 10,
pp 446 and 447

jointly---data bases.
INIS, AGRIS,
Access
DEVSIS.
SPINES,
ASF IS.
to such data bases IS important to the
operations of a transnatlonal university. Over 400 already eXist in Europe.
(see Table p. 209).
Facilitative systems: The UNESCOWorld
Science
Information
based
System (UNISIST) has been created
to facilitate access to information: especially via computer-based systems.
Cost: There are a number of distinct
cost elements to be considered (*). A
recent overall estimate gave the cost
of operating a multi-conference computer system on a nation-wide data
network in the USA as :
- $ 8.00 per hour per person (with
300 participants)
- $ 5.00 per hour per person (With
1000 participants).
Some of the cost elements are expected to decrease. Others can be avoided
under certain circumstances (*).
Demand: Examples of the use of computer conferencing by international
organizations have been given (*). Taking the demand for on-line access to
data bases as an indication of an orientation- towards computer conferencing,
the rate of on-line queries increased
by a factor of 10 in the USA in a
recent 3-year period to 1 million per
year. It is estimated that by 1980 there
would be a user demand in the Euro-

pean Community for 2 million ejUelleS
per year. dOUbling to 4 million by
1985.

The above points suggest that the necessary
information
infrastructure
for a transnational university eXists.
The only difficulty arises with the
need to ensure appropriate interfaces
for those without the more technologically sophisticated forms of access.

Intermediate communication
interface
Whilst there is little doubt that computer conferencing hardware and software
will be available in many locations over
the next few years, it is important to
face the fact that they will not be available in many developing country locations. Nor, for that matter, will they
be available in some desirable locations in industrialized countries. And.
even when they are available to a particular institute, the administrative procedures and physical location of a
terminal may be such as to reduce the
desirable feeling of "hands-on" accessiblity to those in the institute.
Compromises can however be made
to overcome some of these difficulties.
The compromises are quite unsatisfactory to purists - and a number of
advantages are indeed lost - but they
do represent a considerable improvement on the current situation.
Vi"w of N"w York: Photo

US.f.S.

(Bruss"ls)
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Categorization of international information systems and programmes

Table 1

AGRIS
ASFIS
INIS
ISONET
ARKISYST
CARIS
INDIS
ISIS
AOE
INPADOC
SDI
WHIS
WWW
CIS

liS
DEVSIS
IRS
DARE
GEMS
MEDI
POPINS
SPINES
DRS
CLADES
IDCHEC
ISDS
CORE
WDRS
ISIS
WISI
UNISIST

~

- SECTORAL
SYSTEMS

- STORAGE

AGRIS
ASFIS j(
INIS
I T<;ONFT

DEVSIS

ARKISYST j(
CARIS I{ (I)
INDIS
ISIS (ILO)

DEVSIS

FUNCTION

- RETRIEVAL

- ANALYSIS
AND SELECT
IVE DISSEH
lNATION

AOE
CARIS (II)
INPADOC
SDI
WHIS

International Information System for Agricultural Sciences and
Technology (FAO)
Aquatic Science and Fisheries Information System (FAO)
International Nuclear Information System (lAEA)
International Organization for Standardization Information Network (ISO)
International Information System for Architecture (UNESCO)
Current Agricultural Research Information System (FAO)
Industrial Abstract Information Service (UNIDO)
Integrated Scientific Information System (ILO)
Information Service on Industrial Equipment and connected Technologies (UNIDO)
International Patent Documentation Centre (WIPO)
Selective Dissemination of Information Service (UNIDO)
World Health Information System (WHO)
World Weather Watch (WMO)
International Occupational Safety and Health Information Center
(lLO)
Industrial Inquiry Service (UNIDO)
International Information System for the Development SCiences
(ID RC)
International Referral Service (UNEP)
Data Retrieval System for Documentation in the Social and
Human Sciences (UNESCO)
Global Environmental Monitoring System (UNEP)
Marine Environmental Data and Information Referral Service
(UNESCO / UNEP)
Population Information System (Population Division of the U.N.
Secretariat)
Science and Technology Policies Information Exchange System
(UNESCO)
Development Referral Service (SID-OECD)
Latin American Center for Economic and Social Documentation
(ECLA)
Intergovernmental Documentation Centre on Housing and Environment for the countries of ECE
International Serial Data System (UNESCO-UNISIST)
Common Register of Development Activities (lOB)
World Data Referral Service (UNISIST)
Integrated Statistical Information System (CES)
World Information System on Informatics (UNESCO /IBI)
World Science Information System (UNESCO).

- MULTIDIS- - MANAGEHENT
CO-ORDINACIPLINARY
nON SYSTEtlS
SYSTEMS
j(

ISD~ j(

(1)

ms
DARE
j(

(II)

r.ORE
IWDRS

GEMS l(
MEDI It
POP INS

I{

SPINES
DRS

*

IS IS
IWISI

j(

* (CES)
*

WWW

- CONCEPTUH CIS
FI;NCTIONS IIS
M Svstems

bein~ plan~ed

CLADES
IDCHEC

~NTSIST

or under development.

Table extracted from:
Data forDevelopment Newsletter. Oct. 1977 (special issue'
Information systems and International organizations).
Data and Development. 343. bd Romain Rof/and. 13009
Marseille. France.

We have presented above a large number of international information systems, classified into
t)~es from the pure specialized type system (e.g.
INIS) to the multi-disciplinary cross-sectoral type
systems (e.g. SPINES) and the management co-ordination type systems such as CORE. However, it must
have been apparent to the reader that the systems
described are highly heterogeneous, both in respect
of their mode of operation and in their level of
deve.lopment and their degre.e. of achie.vement or
success. Some systems are. large.ly compute.rized or
are planned to be for example CARlS and INDIS,
while others are plain documentation services using
traditional methods of storage and dissemination
for example CLADES. Even the fact that systems
are computerized does not tell much, because they
might be using computing methods at different levels
of s'Phistication. For instance INIS is accomplishing a quite straight forward storage, updating and
editing of abstracts in the nuclear field, while
the IS IS project of the CES is becoming a
quite sophisticated system, incorporating data
analysis and modelling functions. Thus, it seems
important to try to differentiate systems in
some way along a dimensiotl goi.ng from a simple
storage function to a s"'phisticated set of functions,
including conceptual tasks, such as complex
documentary search. Along these lines, we have
attempted to break down the systems into four
levels of systems sophistication.
We have also added a few other international
sy~tems, such as the IS1S system of the International Labour Office and the WHO Information
System (WHIS), as illustrative and pertinent
examples.
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Essentially the compromises take the
form of successive limitations on full
intercontinental, round-the-clock, online access. There are many possible
Intermediate stages and combinations
which could best be presented as a
table, but they can be summarized
here:
Intercontinental: Instead of an intercontinental link-up, a less costly intracontinental link-up is possible. Exchange of data between continents could be
accomplished
periodically,
whether
by highspeed temporary links or by
physical transfer of tapes. If the intracontinental link-up is not feasible, a
national (or even a sUb-national) link-up
could be used, with periodic interna1I0nal transfers of data.
Round-the-clock: Instead of maintaining the computer conferencing files online over the 24-hour period, this could
be done for as many hours per day or
per week, as was justified, (This procedure is already adopted for intercontinental access to certain data bases).
On-line: " on-line operations were
not practical, batch operations could
be instituted with an appropriate periodicity. To reduce the time (and thus
the cost) of long-distance link-ups, greater use could be made of the option
in computer conferencing software
of switching large amounts of information onto a nearby high-speed line printer. Indeed, it might be better for a
user to request via his terminal that
distant files (or file updates) be transferred to a local computer with which
he can then interact at lower cost (and
at the end of his interaction, or more
infrequently, any updates could be
transferred back from the local computer into the intercontinental network). Analogous cost saving can be
achieved with terminals which have
some storage capacity.
Inter-active: It may not always be possible for a particular user to engage in
inter-active dialogue via a terminal,
particularly if some of the more restrictive compromises are selected.
Nevertheless a user could still employ
the computer conferencing system to
search for information corresponding
to his interests (like searching a data
base). And if that were not feasible, he
could automatically be sent (whether
through computer. terminal, telex, or
by post) information corresponding to
a permanent profile of his interests.
Personal access: Instead of a personal
(desk-top) terminal, the terminal could
be shared by a department or, failing
that, by a whole .institute. If that were
not possible, an individual could go
every day or week to a service bureau
or institution in the same city from
which he could link in to the network
for the necessary period of time. If
that were not feasible, messages to or

from one or more persons at a particular institute (or in a particular country) could be processed at the nearest
available computer the final 'Ink
with the person being made by mail.
Summary: Clearly there are many
possible
compromise
combinations
from which the most appropriate could
be selected for a particular case. Indeed different options could be selected depending on the amount or urgency of work with which the user was
faced at any particular time. It is also
possible to envisage the use of focal
points whose function it was to act as
interface between the computer based
network and those dependent on post,
telex and telephone.

Computer conferencing
network facilities
A whole range of interdependent facilities is available to those involved in
the computer-supported transnational
university.
Focal topics: An important concern
at all levels of participation in the
network is to determine what topics
are currently a focus of attention, whether as a research project concern, or
as content in an educational programme, or in an information collection
programme, or as a problem requiring
contributions from many disciplines,
or as the special concern of a particular
individual, or as the theme of any of
a variety of computer-based conferences. Such information can be obtained
either from a current list of topics or
by a specially activated search.
Me.saging : Any individual in the network can send a message to any other
and it will be stored until he cares to
examine it. This facility is the basis
for effective formal and informal interaction. Messages may range from
depersonalized comment on topics
of mutual interest to jokes and greetings. They may be anonymous and or
shared with selected people,
Personal notes: Messages to oneself may!
also be recorded as notes. Such a
« notebook. is currently used to build
up material, as a persons thinking on
a topic develops, until it is appropriate
to share some of the items with selected other people or to restructure
them into an edited report for general
access distribution throughout the network.
Collective notes: A self-defined but
usually unstructured group of people
in the network may contribute to and
modify a common file of notes on a
selected group of topics over a period
of weeks or months. At some stage
these notes may be restructured into
an edited report for wider access and
distribution. One or more such files
may be used as a « bulletin» or « newsletter. to store messages of interest to

a large number of participants. This
might list new topics, new participants,
new mini-conferences, calls for contflbutions or comment, etc.
Seminars I : Where there are time constraints and a degree of group structure, participants may be required to
intervene and comment on the interventions of others in order to arrive
at a consensus statement wnich can
be structured into a report on the focal
topic for wider distribution. The frequency and intensity of exchanges, to
the case of a research seminar for
example, is much greater than in the
previoUS case.
Seminars 11: As a variation on the
previous case, and of partiCUlar interest in an educational mode, one participant (the «educator,,) may, over a
period of days or weeks, transfer successive « pages» of material from his
personal file to the seminar file as
course malerial on which the other
participants (the « students,,) are invited to comment. The educator may
have privileged access to the personal
note files of each student and may than
send them individual messages on the
basis of what he sees.
Assemblies: In the case of a complex
topic (possibly involving hundreds
of participants) which can be usefUlly
broken down into SUb-topics each subtopic may be made the focus of a seminar and / or a collective note file.
There could then be many seminars
in parallel, although a particular individual could participate (actively or
passively) in as many as he wished
(possibly depending on his qualifications). Rapporteurs can monitor the
progress of each seminar and formulate
inputs (questions, constraints, etc,) relevant to other seminars. The cross-linkages between seminar /sub-topics can
be made as complex as is required by
the structure of the macro-topic on
which a consensus is required,
Encounters: The seminar-type environment can be modified to permit
very intensive synchronous interaction
over a period of hours. These conditions correspond to those already used
in international relations simulation
and gaming.
Questionnaire.: A highly structured
form of interaction between one individual (or group) and other participants
in the network is the electronic questionnaire which can be used to facilitate surveys, complex votes and Delphi procedures, and SUbsequent data
processing,
Voting I Flagging :
Interventions
or
contributions of any individual are each
numbered. Others can of course comment on previous interventions by
number. Such comments can take the
form of simple votes, usually anony-
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mous. Interventions may also be ranked or flagged in terms of some criteria or all a basis for sUbsequent searches (e.g. by keyword).
Anonymity /Control :
Participants
may choose the degree of privacy of
any intervention they make. This may
range from «open to all in ,the network " through «open to all those in
a specific seminar., and «open to
named individuals., to completely
private. Comments may be made anonymously or under pseudonyms. This
may be very important where it is
suspected that the interpretation given
to interventions would be influenced
by the culture, background, or other
characteristics of participants. The convenor / organizer of a particular seminar may have formal control over who
participates in the seminar (although
particular cases might be put to a vote,
for example). He may also have the
right to scan the messages of those participating in the seminar, which may
'be very appropriate in the case of an
educator /student relationship. Maintaining the distinction between a multitude of parallel seminars is not a
problem, and links between some of
them can be established when necessary (seminars can also be « nested. within one another).

build up a bibliography 01 relevant
articles, or a directory of relevant
contacts, etc. This may at any time
be edited into a report lor hardcopy
reproduction and distribution.
Data ace•••• exchange and manipulation: A major use 01 computer terminals is to gain access to distant data
bases, possibly outside the computer
conlerencing network. Data bases may
be exchanged through the network.
The data may also be manipulated and
re-presented (e.g. as a graph) as an aid
to the discussion in a particular seminar. The latest conlerencing software
also allows individuals to send data or
retrieval messages to a «computersimulated" participant which replies
with the re-ordered data or the reSUlts
of a search.
Report editing and production: As
noted at various points above editing
lacilities are built into the soft·" are
to enable the text of interventions tc
be restructured into a report, with appropriate bilbiographical and numerical data. Comments and modifications
may be made to successive drafts 01 a
report belore it is « released. within
the network or converted to hardcopy
lor offset reproduction. The same facilities can be employed by an individual
in preparing a paper.

Translation: Some participants may
have a special function to provide
translations for messages to or from
particular languages. An individual can
express his comment in his own language, transfer the comment to the
translator who sends the translated version in return. (A record would be
kept lor budgetary purposes). This is
then released to those using that language. Alternatively, selected untranslated interventions may be switched on
request to a translator who then returns
the translated version. Presumably some 01 this translation work could be
done with machine assistance.

Use of time: A major advantage 01
computer conlerencing is the ability
01 each participant to manage his own
time according to his convenience.
It is not necessary to waste time in
gestures of politeness to speakers. It is
not necessary to read items considered
of Iiltle interest. Replies can be delayed. Comments can be made on
early interventions and replies without
being subject to arbitrary cut-olfs by
the president 01 a meeting anxious to
adjourn for cocktails. This encourages
considered rellexion and does not
penalize slow thinkers or poor speakers,
if their comments are of interest.

Explanation / Aasi.tance: Some participants may have a special lunction
either to assist those having problems
in using the network or to provide
explanations regarding substantive or
procedural matters associated with a
particular seminar. This can be done
anonymously which may be of considerable advantage to those who would
otherwise not feel Iree to ask such
questions for fear of « loss 01 face ».
In the case of standard questions, the
participant might be given an entry
point into a programmed instruction
package within which he can maneuver
according to the background knowledge
he needs to acquire. (User guides are
usually built into computer conferenclng software and manuals are not
necessary.)

Flexible funding and
resou ree management

Resource lists: Where it is justified, a
collective note file may be opened to

Subsidized usage: Computer terminals
may be rented and it is clearly possibly
for this to be partially or completely
covered by a subsidy in a particular
case. 01 greater interest, however, is
the possibility that funding bodies are
able to enhance communication in a
variety 01 circumstances. Subsidies
(other than for hardware rental) might
be made for:
any computer use, in order to reduce the effective unit rates 01 computer use to any participant. in the
network
computer use by specific individuals or groups, possibly because
of their qualifications, the topics
with Vl(hich they are normally associated, or the resource limitations of
the institutes in which they are to-

-

cated (whether in developing or
industrialized countries)
computer use by any individuals
or groups concerned with a specific
topic or group of topics whose development requires encouragement.
This might even be restricted to
funding communication concerning
the r.latlonship between specific
topics.
computer use by any (or specified)
individuals for communication with
a .pecified individual or group whose contribution to the network needs
to be encouraged.

In each case the detection 01 appropriate fund recipients and the accounting
problems in managing the subsidies can
be handled almost entirely by computer - possibly to the point that neither
donor nor recipient would be known
to each other, if this was so desired.
In the case of much-solicited individuals laced with an overload of incoming messages it would even be pOSSible
to credit their accounts il they receive
(or respond) to messages addressed to
them (cf the « reply paid. telegram).
Non-financial resources: The last point
illustrates one possibility of making
flexible use 01 the most scarce resource, namely the attention of key individuals who are much in demanO. Clearly the computer conlerencing approach
makes it possible for such an individual
to relate effectively to far more
people (as consultant, educator, research adviser, seminar leader, report
editor, etc.). He can format texts addressed to specific groups, respond
to specilic questions from such groups
or lrom individuals. scan comments
made by (selected) individuals, in each
case choosing how much time (if any)
to devote to a reply - which could in
some cases be a standard message or
in others a referral to a more qualified
person or to a programmed instruction
routine. He thus avoids the time-consuming obligations of face-to-Iace contacts he would necessarily be unable to
meet. Use of a translator as an intermediary (see above) also considerably
increases the number of those with
whom he can communicate. It must
be stressed that such a key individual
can contribute effectively to the university network whether from a fixed
location (possibly in a non-network institute Irom which the major portion
of his income is derived), or during
travel to other countries (whether for
the university or not), or on holiday
(if he so wishes).
Other possibilities: As an illustration
of the many other individually unimportant possibilities for cost reduction
in a communication network, a book
purchasing file could be opened to
facilitate bulk purchase of key books
at discount rates (possibly further reduced by subsidies as above).

Interrelating divergent
perspectives
As noted above, a transnational university network can beneficially serve different functions for different categories
of user. The challenge is to blend their
respective requirements at whatever
points they are shared and to separate
them wherever they are considered to
be distinct whilst at the same time provIding a context for any evolution in
!rle relationship between user concerns
and minimizing the normal tendency
to reist such fleXibility. An indicallon
of how this is achieved IS given below
under somewhat arbitrary SUb-headIngs.

Education mode: Typically this arises
when a number of individuals with access to the network indicate a wish
to benefit from interaction with one
or more resource persons also in the
network. Emergence of course themes,
if they are not imposed, may be facilited by prior interaction between the
participants, potential resource persons, and possibly with the encouragement of funding bodies. The interbetween
«educator»
and
action
- student », or between students, is not
constrained by time, distance or lanexcept when rapid interguage action is reqUired (in the _encounter»
mode). Course material can be transferred by release of selected files by
the educator - possibly supported by
audio-visual materials distributed in
conventional form. The advantage of
the approach clearly lies in permitting
Interaction between people who would
not otherwise have contact, in facilitating the best use of the interaction
time at the convenience of both parties, and in the possibility of obtaining
complementary information or perspectives from others in the network
possibly only incidentally concerned
with education. This applies in the case
of undergraduate and postgraduate
seminar situations as well as the
_ staff college» mode appropriate to
briefing delegates or officials.
Research mode: Here the concern of
the participating individuals or institutes is to use the network to test out
ideas on each other, obtain assistance
or comments on difficulties they are
experiencing, obtain bibliographical
and quantitative data (using the search
and computation power of possibly
distant computers), and collaborate on
comparative surveys and other projects, In addition any particular research activity is intimately linked to
the project funding and project management processes which are vital to
its commencement and continuation.
The continuity of the network in fact
provides a context which nurtures the
conception of new research activity
rather than SUbjecting the creative period to the vagaries of grantsmanship

and a project-by-project orientation.
The network also ensures appropirate
continuity between the research mode
and the education mode. Clearly wherever research data bases can be used
in the education mode, either directly
or via some" complexity filter », then
this is a valuable means of ensuring
that both modes focus on the same
reality and that one is not out of phase
with the other, as can often occur partiCUlarly in isolated institutes.

Project management mode; Research
on complex topics, as well as application of existing research to them, requires organization and management.
Nesting much of the communications
within the network can considerably
facilitate the management process particularly where it is a question of
linking many individuals or institutes
concerned to a varying degree with
many different SUb-topics (themselves
linked in a complex pattern of relationships). This matrix management
process was first fUlly used by NASA
on the Apollo Project. Such transdisciplinary, multi-modal projects depend
for their effectiveness on communications not only to and from the project
leader, but also between the collaborating bodies who need to respond to
each others insights or needs and compensate for each others excesses and
weaknesses.
Funding mode: As noted above the
access of funding bodies to the network, and of participants to such bodies, facilitates the whole process
whereby projects are proposed, peerreviewed, monitored and finally evaluated. In addition, negotiating joint
proposals and joint funding involving
many bodies concerned with different
phases or objectives of a project becomes much easier.
Administration mode: The whole process of resource allocation, accounting
and review in a complex environment
is carried out with considerable precision and without loss of flexibility.
Computer conferencing could facilitate a transition from programme budgets pre-defined in detail (a year or
more prior to implementation) to flexible negotiation of funds in response to
ongoing reconception of needs and
opportunities.
Institutional mode: An associate institute acquires, through the network,
access to counterparts (data and resources) around bhe world which can
assist in the advancement of work in
its priority areas. A greater operational
reality is given to the sense of participation in the • knOWledge community ». Whilst this is a stimulus to the
institute itself, it also ensures that
others are aware of its attitude to the
relevance of their work to its priorities, Clearly there is less stimulus for
an individual to move from one In-

stitute to another to reduce any personal feelings of intellectual isolation.
As noted above. the process of funding individuals or projects based on
one or a combination of institutes
should be much facilitated, with valuable reinforcement of institutional identity.

Documentation mode: Access to the
network, and consequently to the bibliographical and other data bases to
which it can be linked, will considerably strengthen an institute's library
or documentation function. (In fact,
irrespective of whether a univerSity
network is established, library networks
will continue to expand. Ciearly it is
desirable that appropirate cross-linkages should be explored to avoid unnecessary costs and duplication.)

Media-oriented mode: A network of
institutes whose purpose is partly to
improve response to world problems
has a responsbility to be able to furnish the media (inclUding government agency information offices) with
appropriate data, background references and considered comment. Failing
this the media are obliged to fabricate
and disseminate an image of reality
which is out of phase with current
thinking on the same problems. Such
lack of contact reduces the credibility
of initiatives originated within the network and makes it more difficult to
fund them. The computer conferencing process could be very helpfUl in
ensuring appropriate communication
to avoid such difficulties. (The media
mode is in fact a stage of data decomplexification beyond that required
for the education mode, but the importance of maintaining a correspondence
between the data used in research,
education and the media remains).
Policy mode: Clearly an effective
transnational university network is of
considerable potential value to the policy formu lation process in response
to world problems (as stUdied within
the network). The pool of data-supported expertise constituted by the network in its research mode can also be
tapped on a continuing basis in an advisory mode even in emergency
situations, (it should not be forgotten
that the first computer conferencing
system was developed for the U.S.
Office of Emergency Preparedness).
In fact the continuing use of the network to faci litate interaction between
research and policy perspectives is of
considerable advantage in tightening
up a communication process often
characterized as slow, if not of little
relevance to both parties.
Other modes: It is highly probable
that other users will emerge or link into
the university network from other
networks. Some may benefit Simply by
passively monitoring seminars, as
would be the case with academic insti-
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tutes not wishing to participate actively
in the network. Some of these users
may even be willing to contribute financially for the privilege of such access.

Facilitation of transdisciplinary
processes
Use of computer conferencing to facilitative an individual's creative work
and to nurture the processes by which
he interacts with his colleagues has already been seen as sufficiently important to warrant extensive National
Science Foundation funding in the
USA. Considerable practical experience has already been gained over the
past decade through work at the Center for Augmenting Human Intellect
(Stanford Research Institute). It is
clear that computer conferencing provides a very exciting intellectual environment in which individuals can maintain
« thinking
momentum ».
Although implicit in the process, it would
seem that no specific effort has been
made to determine how it can be used
to
augment
transdisciplinary
and
cross-category research and the formulation of more integrative concepts.
Already,
however.
any
participant
may conduct searches for contributions
into the network containing specific
keywords. The keywords could themselves be linked in sequences or networks across conventional categories.
Computer conferencing could have a
I
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major impact in this area when deliberate efforts are made to provide
users with a range of classification
schemes to guide such searches by
grouping and inteslinking concepts in
a variety of ways_
.. _ it is highly probable that such environments will be developed for
creative thinkers in key research disciplines and policy environments and
for the conferences and institutions in
which they interact. The key to the
attractiveness for them of such (micro) environments is the manner in
which the processes of thinking and
communication are blended with those
of storage, retrieval. classification and
reclassification, In fact it is the intimate relationship between shared
creative thinking and exploratory integrative reclassification in the light
of new insights which is the chief feature of such environments. Of special
interest is the manner in which the
processes of analysis, conceptual innovation (and its verbal representation), explanatory comment. linkage
to related initiatives, abstracting, classification, dissemination, and peergroup assessment effectively blur together into a new and more dynamic
process whose nature remains to be
explored and for which the current
division of labour is inadequate. (""),
Not only should this lead to improvements in interdisciplinary communication, it should also lead to the development of better ways to restructure
a network of concepts to facilitate
comprehension at a lower level of
compleXity whilst maintaining (educational) pathways between the lower
and higher levels of complexity. Such
an environment is also ideal for the
processes reqUired to explore and alleviate the serious problems of conceptual and terminological ambiguity characteristic of the social sciences which
have been extensively documented
by the Committee for Conceptual and
Terminological
Analysis ().
This
Committee is currently collaborating
with the Social Science DIVISion of

Unesco which has established the
DARE system for information on current social science research. As part
of DARE, an additional file. called
INTERCONCEPT, is to be set up to
handle conceptual and terminological
information which will both improve
retrieval capabilities of DARE and facilitate ongoing analytical work on concepts and terms (The project is also
linked to a Unesco! International Social Science Council initiative on clarifying concepts in the social sciences),
If the analytical work can be combined
with experiments in classification,
tools should emerge to facilitate transdisciplinary intellectual proceses partiCUlarly in the computer-supported
environment advocated here_
The contrast between this approach
and the conventional one has been
explored in separate papers ("")_
Of special value is the ability of computer conferencing to provide an environment for the interactions between
different schools of thought. This is
important because the current procedure. in an effort to protect what is
distinct in each approach, leads to
behaviour which isolates and condemns
groups which hold minority viewpoints, Computer conferencing ensures
protective isolation but it encourages
exchanges wherever they may prove
fruitful. The most recent study of
" interdisciplinarity " (*,.) does not however do more than indicate guidelines
for thinking about the matter. The
question of how to facilitate conceptual
convergence on transdiciplinary conceptual focii by appropriate and specific software options remains to be
explored_

Network overview
The term "network" is in incresing
use as in some way holding the clue
to a more deSirable and more appropriate method of organization or modelling organization -- whether 10 the
case of individuals, of groups or organizational units, of information distribution, or of concepts (1). De_~plte.

this acceptability, it is not yet clear
lust what makes up a network, how it
should "function". or how it is in
fact different from a «system» (1).
Some very interesting work remains
to be done. There is a danger. however, In becoming trapped by the suggestive power of the metaphor and
in failing to explore the possible operational realities which it suggests.
The description of computer conferencing Indicates the nature of an environment which encourages ,networking"
This process seemingly
Involves Individuals who tend to exchange information and ideas, who
form groups, who are (individually or
via such groups) linked to other groups
or institutions. Such bodies themselves
exchange InformatIOn. funds. etc. The
topics or concepts about which information is exchanged are themselves
interlinked in complex networks. None
of these interwoven networks is static.
They grow in terms of a variety of
established patterns. Conceptual networks are paralleled by interpersonal
and intergroup networks. The establ ished patterns are continually replaclld by new forms of varying duration.
Such changes may be catalyzed by
events such as meetings (perhaps via
cCfT1puter) which provide focal points
through which new links are momentarily made and then possibly given
permanence through the establishment
of: working relationships or even formal organizations - whether of concepts or of social groupings. Clearly
new concepts (or concept relationships), values or problems give rise
to new meetings, new projects, new
organizations, new information systems and new regulations. These is
tur~ catalyze the emergence of further concepts. values or perceived
problems. There are many shifts and
waves in the changing pattern of relationships - many are short-lived and
do not provide a basis for organization
of any permanence. «Sympathetic»
changes may occur out of phase with
one another and provoke «degeneration» to a more " primitive» level of
organ ization. The structure of any of
Associations 1977, 9 (artlc!as
reporting on these Issues).
Organizational systems vs. network organizatIon.
-- System / network complementarlty,
._- Tl;le network alternatIve
!') Paragraph, adapted from
A.J.N judge.
International organization networks; a complementary perspective. In: P. Taylor and AJR
Groom.
International
Organization.
London,
1978. pp 392-3
(") R.E. Carhart et al. Applications of artifiCIal Intelligence for chemical inference; an
approach to computer·asslsted elucidation of
molecular structure. J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 97
(1975) pp. 5755-5762
("") R Buckmtnster Fuller. Synergellcs; exploratIons In the geometry of thmklng. New·
York, Macm'"an. 1975, 876 p.
( • , •• ) Yearbook of World Problems and Human Potential. Brussels, Union of International
ASSoclat,ons Mankond 2000. 1976 (annexBs).
(i) Transnational

these networks is not only a matter of
detached observation. Much energy
in devoted by individuals and organizations associated with these networks
to re-ordering them. Domains of influence and hierarchies are established
around focal points; specific problems,
values and concepts are given territorial characteristics and stimulate
appropriate behaviour C).
Clearly participants must adopt strategies to further projects corresponding to their viewpoints and values.
Such projects give rise to a degree of
coordination
encompassing
certain
domains although the networking
process provides continuity over time
and a context to " nest» or link various levels or stages of coordination I
centralization
autonomy / decentralization. The possible complexity is
great, and were it not for the ability
to facilitate, track and display this process by computer, its dynamism and
flexibility could not be incorporated
in an option which would be viable
operationally or administratively.
Although the expertise, software and
hardware are all available, they have
not yet been applied to the task of facilitating operation of such networks and
actualiZing their potential. How can a
complex of concepts, values. individuals and constitutions catalyze itself
into a pattern of convergence from
which will emerge the appropriate insights and breakthroughs - before it
reorients itself in response to new circumstances, in a new configuration,
and with a different set of elements?
What can be done to facilitate coalition formation and reformation in
such a context?
Clues to the directions which merit
exploration include: the new principles of «structured design» for computer software. the principles of structural analysis and synthesis embodied
in operational information systems
for chemical structures (*"), the possibilities of designing new conceptual
and organizational structures which
follow from a generalization of tensegrity principles (**"'), and the ability
to handle such complexity in comprehensible form on computer display
screens and computer generated network maps (****).
The need for such new models and
operational
"scaffolding»
at
this
time is obvious from the terms in
which Johan Galtung in obliged to
couch his understanding of how the
UN
University project on Goals,
Processes and Indicators of Development needs to evolve: « What is needed is an organic compromise between
the two extremes (laissez-faire versus
directed approach), using the fact that
a network of research institutions is
being created, neither an unrelatec
set. nor a vertically integrated research
organizaton. Characteristic of a net-

work IS great flexibility and dynamism. Some central coordination doe~
not preclude sub-sets from tormtng
their own SUb-centres, developing thell
own lines of research geared to their
particular
condition...
Where
the
balance point will be remains, to some
extent. to be seen, as part of the
process». He conclUdes with the suggestion to " let the matrix play", encouraging a maximum of activity (a)
by each institution on its preferred
topics, (b) between institutions and (c)
between topics. Computer conferencing has a role to play in prOViding an
environment in which this flexibility
is protected and taken for granted.
rather than being an operating condition which can only be maintained with
continuous effort.

Conclusion
Computer conferencing provides a
very powerful environment through
which to overcome many of the obstacles to: trans-nationality. trans.
disciplinarity, trans-culturel contact.
and trans-organizational collaboration.
One can but speCUlate on the synergy
reSUlting from a manyfold increase in
networking possibilities. It is appropriate to note that tt is genuinely nonterritorial in organization and operation and as such is an appropriate vehicle for a transnational university network. It should also be remarked that
conventional notions of «organization», «meeting., «project», and
«information system» are blended
together within a new operational
reality which encompasses them all,
and more besides.
To the extent that the accepted structural principles governing the organization of concepts and models are
influenced by the principles governing
the structures of the organizations within which they are conceived, then
the concepts emerging from the advocated network environment are likely
to be much more flexibly responsive
to the complex society in which we
live. In this sense the operation of the
network provides more appropriate
clues to understanding the society
which it is the purpose of the network
to reflect upon. And in the case of the
UN University project on Goals, Processes and Indicators of Development,
the networking process in many ways
models developmental processes occurring in society which the project
hopes to elucidate and track with appropriate indicators.
Finally, even if computer conferencing cannot be used to support transnational university operations. consideration (or simUlation) of how it
might work, and affect concept formation and associated interpersonal
and inter-group behaviour. is an instructive exercise in its own right.
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Organizational hybrid:
transna'tional network of research
and service communities
Approaches to change
People tend to move or drift through the social system into
those groups and organizations which are engaged in the change
processes most congenial to them. As individuals develop
they may reach stages when a given change process and its
organizational support seems unfruitful or unsuited to their
desire for self-expression. The individual needs fresh fields
10 conquer, a new life-style or a new mode of work. The development of the individual implies life-style mobility and
organizational and social change. Social change and development requires development of the individual to adapt to new
challenges.
The difficulty is that society currently sanctions movement
within organizational and career systems but not between them.
The individual is therefore forced into one particular mode
of self-expression for his whole working life unless he wishes
to run the risk of being labelled a grass-hopper or dilettante,
or of being viewed as an ignorant outsider (a «foreigner»)
in the systems into which he attempts to move.
Within one system an individual can of course develop other
modes of self-expression, but only as secondary modes within
the constant and overriding primary mode (e.g. as an executive
In the business system, an individual can move from a high
technology corporation to a commercial art corporation; the
switch from science to art is contained within the unchanging
management framework).
The problem is therefore whether it is possible to provide
an organizational setting In which an individual can develop
secondary modes of expression and allow any of them to
become primary for any desired length of time.
The problem is complicated by the very radical nature of the
differences between approaches to change as well as between
the corresponding modes of expression of the individual engaged in them. There does not apprear to be any systematic
listing of change strategies, but the following list is an indication
of the variety.
political action
scientific and technological development
economic and financial development
education, training
art, music
architectural and machine design, urban planning
rei igious faith, prayer
social engineering, social development
philosophical or esoteric understanding
behavioural and perceptual modifications by drugs
public information, media, propaganda
community development
drama, theatre
organizational development
legislative action
military or police action
direct action, violent civilian protest
personal encounter, dialogue, sex
self-exploration, meditation

mediation, negotiation
manual labour
Ironically, the proponents of a particular form of change tend
to perceive it as the only viable or significant form (e.g. to
a political activist everything of any significance is political).
They are unable to detect the manner in which their action
is reinforced, counter-balanced, checked, contained or even
undermined by the other forms of change.
The solution to the problem noted above is the generation of
some new style of organization which provides continuity to
the individual in switching from one mode to another. Clearly
such an organization cannot be based on the perceptions of a
particular dis-cipline or a P)Hticular mode of thought - for
these are the expression of only one aspect of man's personality. The organization needs to be more «primitive» than
the many specialized bodies which are characteristic of the
fragmented nature of developed societies. It must pre-date
the division of labour which sanctions and gives rise to such
bodies. Only «organic» organizations, namely communities,
in effect contain within themselves the seeds of the many
specialized bodies and thus provide a bridge for movement
between spe"Cialized modes of action. Thus an organizational
form is required which can re-absorb many specialized functions. It is not a question of organizational regression but of
recovering the necessary generality which can permit new
advances to be made.
Before looking at the suggested characteri"stics of such an organizational form, it is useful to note the wide variety of existing forms. In proposing that the new form be based on a more
primitive one, there is no suggestion that some of the more
advanced features of existing forms should not be incorporated.
Some of these features are in fact a formalization of features
and processes present in communities.

P.-P. RUbens.

A C.L Brussels

Survey of some existing organization forms
A wide selection of organizational forms has been roughly
arranged into groups (see Table). A series of characteristics
has been used to differentiate between the forms. The characteristics were selected not so much in order to distinguish
clearly between the different forms but rather in order to
draw attention to the manner in which each form exemplified
each characteristic.
The main characteristics considered of interest in the organizational form to be discussed are as follows :
1. Research: namely the presence of some activity contributing directly to the advancement of scientific or
cultural knowledge.
2. Application development: namely the development of
new techniques with practical consequences for the activity of the organization or the society in which it functions.
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3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Production (for internal use): namely the production
of foodstuffs, goods or services within the organization
to avoid purchasing them from outside.
Production (for external sale): of foodstuffs, goods or
services as a means of ensuring financial independance.
Services (for needy members) : namely the provision of
subsidized or free social services to members.
Services (for external society) : namely the provision of
subsidized or free social services to the external society.
Social problem concern.
Direct action (on external society) : namely the ability
to undertake some programme of direct action (e.g.
relief work) away from the organization base.
Science I culture compatibility: namely the absence of
rigid barriers between scientific and cultural perspectives.
Residential.
Community: namely a setting in which normal family
life processes can take place throughout the complete
cycle of generations. Some distorted, partial or single
sex environments to which the term can be applied have
been scored as (x).
Relatively open: namely not specifically restricted to a
small class of people with a particular set of qualifications.
Non-specialist labour (occupational alternatives): namely the ability of members to choose to switch between
Intellectual, skilled and manual roles within the organization whenever a change of work mode and rhythm is
desired and without being stigmatized.
Personal development: namely an expressed concern
within the organization for members as maturing humans
within a psycho-social ecosystem, rather than as economic
units being filled with knowledge in order to fit into
predefined social slots.
Retreat function: namely the facility to permit individuals to take the time required to reconsider the basis
and context of their actions - to be with themselves in
peace and quiet.
Recreation: namely a concern with individual re-creation as an essential psycho-social process within the organization, in the maintenance of its equilibrium.
Security / Isolation: namely the provision' of adequate
physical protection or isolation from the short-term consequences of social disruption and violence in the external
environment.

These characteristics are of course exemplified in different
ways in different organization forms. The table is intended as
a guide to working out how different ways of achieving the
same characteristic can be combined to produce a hybrid
organizational form. It is an exercise in selectively combining
organizational features and styles.
The scoring for each form against each characteristic is only
tentative. It is complicated by the old question of who constitutes the « members» of an organization and therefore where
the boundary between the organization and its environment
lies.
A similar exercise could be performed for each of the organizational networks corresponding to each of the forms described in there (e.g. the networks of monasteries, banks, youth
hostels, etc.). In which case it would be interesting to note how
each of the following characteristics is exemplified for each
network:
1. Independence of centres: namely their autonomy within
the network.
2. Facilitation of movement: namely the extent to which
movement of individuals from centre to centre around
the network is facilitated.
3. Exchange between centres: namely the extent to which
centres exchange products, services and information.
4. Movement to and from network: namely the ability of
individuals to spend varying lengths of time in the external
social environment before returning to the network.
5. Organizational experiments: namely the extent to which
the network as a whole encourages innovation at different
centres to the benefit of the whole.
6. Organizational variety: namely the ability of the network

INBEl

to tolerate and contain a wide variety of organizational styles
and concerns.
7. Independence of network: namely its ability to act and
survive without depending on the external social environment for economic support.

Proposed hybrid organization
The various .organizational formulae noted above suggest a
spectrum of possibilities and not a definitive classification. It
is therefore possible to envisage combinations of characteristics from several formulae to give new hybrid organizational
varieties which might prove useful in the presently evolving
social context. One such hybrid is examined here.
Consider the possibility of designing a center-cum-community
combining the following characteristics:
1. The life-style change implied by commune or community
living as opposed to the current social fragmentation
within urban agglomerations destructive of neighbourhood contacts. Note that this need not imply communal
housing but does at least imply a planned grouping of
dwellings around a community centre by whatever (psychic) distance the dwellings are separated. This aspect has
been developed in the commune (West), commune (East),
kibbutz and monastery I convent / ash ram formulae. Vacation villages emphasising community liVing have also
developed aspects of this (e.g. Club Mediterranee).
2. The setting to permit intellectual and cultural study, research and explorations in a manner protected from the
compromises and obligations characteristic of university
research (e.g. teaching load), grant-aided research (e.g.
" relevance» to foundation priorities) and the usual institutional obligations (e.g. administrative duties and unfacilitative working hours). This aspect has been developed
in a number of institutes of advanced studies (e.g. at
Princeton) and in scholar retreats (e.g. the Villa Serbelloni of the Rockefeller Foundation).
The scholar retreat aspect in the case of the example
given, has been conceived as a setting in which the final
stages of books and studies could be completed in peace

Hi5.
Table: Relationship between types of organization and selected activities and qualities (tentative)
(x) indicates « in some cases» or « to some extent»
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and quiet. This facility could make the centre formula
very attractive.
3. An emphasIs on economic Independence, if not self-sufficiency, to permit the necessary measure of self-control.
The centre would therefore either produce its own food
stuffs and other necessities or provide in addition or alternatively goods, knowledge or services which can be exchanged in the market economy for the goods or services
required. This formula has been developed through the
commune (West,), the kibbutz, and the monastery /convent /
ash ram.
4. The setting in which individuals can, if they so desire,
renabil itate and develop themselves psychologically protected from the usual disruptive influen-ces associated with
the pace of modern life. This aspect has been developed

(X)
I

(X)

X
X

X

(X)

(X)
(Xl

(X)

through religions retreat (e.g. Talze), the monastery /
convent / ashram, the human potential centre (e,g. Esalen)
and in some types of sanatoria and commune (West).
5, The setting to permit alternation at a self-chosen rhythm
between intellectual activity (see 2), goods production
(see 3) including physical labour, and psychological
rehabilitation (see 4). This alternation of modes is usually
impossible in most existing working environments despite
its value to both the individual and his organization in
terms of improved creativity, productivity and relevance.
6, Function as a focal point to which or through which funds
can be channelled to catalyze and facilitate creative new
approaches to the problems of society, the intellectual
tools to solve them and the styles of organizations appropriate to such activity. This is the foundation or trust
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fund aspect which has already been well developed nationally in the West.
7. A base from which a variety of forms of (multidisciplinary) assistance can be made available to the external
social environment (not necessarily with the financial
return envisaged under 3)_ Possibilities include: health,
education, community development, care of aged, care
of retarded, education of specially gifted, advice, etc. This
aspect has been developed through the mission formula,
voluntary work camps, and relief agencies_ Of special
interest perhaps are those bodies offering 24 hour telephone assistance to those facing some personal crisis
(e.g. SUicide, marital problems, etc.).
8. The setting within which certain types of education could
be provided uninfluenced by the restrictions and obliga-
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tions of the usual courses leading to examinations. This
aspect has been developed through the residential conference formula (or" institute» in the USA), some university summer courses, and a variety of other educational
experiments in unstructured settings.
9. The setting within which new types of cultural communication could be developed and made available to the
external social environment. Possibilities include: experimental theatre, experimental art exhibitions, and
other community involvement happenings. This aspect has
been developed mostly in ·ad hoc efforts in connection
with each of these possibilities.
10. A social environment protected against dilution of the
qualities, which it is interested in developing, by the
division and disruptive processes characteristic of modern
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society. This protectionist aspect has been developed in
such organizational formulae as: guilds, trade unions,
fraternities, professional societies, secret societies, secular
and religious closed orders. Current trends towards increasing violence suggest that some form of physical protection for such a centre may also prove appropriate.
The monastic and castle formulae are the best known
but recently walled suburbs have been constructed in the
USA.
11. A setting which permits the·bu-ild up of a « critical mass :»
of mUltidisciplinary expertise which, through the interaction of the individuals involved, should lead to an enchancement of open-ended creativity. This aspect has
been developed in the think tank and special residential
conference formulae.
12. A setting which encourages more fruitful and participatory forms of recreational experience than is usually
associated with conventional commercialized leisure particularly structured spectator sports and media based
entertainment.
13. A setting in which experiments in organization can be
conducted to perfect means of balancing the psycho-social
ecosystem constituted by the many influences brought
to interact there. This aspect has to some extent been
developed in the commune (West).

Of special significance is that by moving to another centre
the individual is not forced out of the supportive network
nor is his contribution to it lost. The network functions as
a low-key containing device to prevent dissipation of communal energy.
It is interesting to note that mobility is seen as a stabilizing
process within a proposed community and as a safety valve
for personality and intergroup conflicts. Members may
« move around from house to house and from activity to
activity». A mathematical model is being developed to
determine the optimum rate of movement of people between
groups within a community (1) Inter-community movement
is arguably of equal importance.
2.

The network approach permits different organizational
formulae, concerns and emphases to be adopted and
developed in each centre depending on the personnalJty
types which gradually filter towards each of them over
time. The centres would therefore each develop a «personality» or style making them complementary rather
than similar in every respect. This specialization of function or mode of operation would encourage an exchange
of services between the centres. This aspect has been
developed in the kibbutz cooperative system (via which
kibbutzim exchange goods between one another), the hospital network (whereby patients may be moved through
the system according to the treatment reqUired), the research institute network (Whereby a scholar will contact or
work at a succession of institutes appropriate to the advancement of his research).

3.

The network prOVides a great variety of educational settings
amongst which an individual may choose or to which he
may expose himself (if he starts with insufficient information to choose). Movement between these settings is legitimated in this new frame of reference. This aspect has been
developed in the youth hostel network formula, in the
network of research institutes, in the kibbutz network (which
permits visitors and members to move between kibbutzim
working at each place), in the seaside club network (Club
Mediterrannee members take holidays successively in
43 centres, in 19 countries, each with a different style)
and in the hotel chain (for example, Holiday Inn or Hilton
in which clients moving from city to city and from country
to country are encouraged to book into the appropriate
hotel in the chain).

Characteristics of the organization network
The characteristics of the research and service community
noted above concern only the centre itself and not its relationship to other similar centres. Of major importance to the
significance of any such hybrid formula are the characteristics
of the network of such centres over and above the characteristics of the indiVidual centres. ConSider the following:
1. The network provides a safety valve via which the tensions,
which often build up dangerously within isolated centres,
can be released. Whereas factional conflict within a centre
can easily Ilead to break-up, the network provides a large
spectrum of centres in which elements of the discontented
faction can hope to find a sympathetic response. This
aspect has been developed in the personnel relocation
policies of wide-spread organizations such as the services
(civil, diplomatic, military), large (multinational) corporations, religious orders, etc.
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5.

The existence of the network ensures that if any centre
fails and breaks up due to internal problems then individuals can be incorporated into other centres. Alternatively,
if a centre is in need, then assistance can be provided.
This aspect has been developed in the services (civil, military, etc.) and in large (multinational) corporations.
The widespread existence of the network ensures that if
any part of it is threatened by external legislation or other
pressures, then the key attributes and people may be transferred to more hospitable locations. This aspect had been
developed by missionary orders, monastic orders, diplomatic and military services and multinational corporations.
A network of this type also has a higher probability of
surviving, in part, any social disruption and chaos of the
type predicted for the near future.

6. As a network, no directing centre or unique administration
headquarters is necessary. Different centres may take on
such a role for specific issues which emerge and for which
they have a special expertise - but only for the duration
of the crisis in question. Leadership roles are therefore
transferred throughout the network. The extent and nature
of any such centralization will vary with the issue but the
major function will be to suggest strategies and adaptions
to the operational style of individual centres rather than
to take on any detailed directive or decision-making role.
This aspect has been developed by mass movements (civil
rights, student) and business systems (in which decisionmaking is highly decentralized or via specially constituted
task forces).
7.

8.

The network constitutes a reservoir of expertise and experience which can be used to facilitate and nurture the
creation of new centres. Assistance could be provided, on
request, through the early phases of a centre's establishment, where simple errors may jeopardize its future (cf.
the failure rate of communes). This incubator or midwife
function could ensure the rapid and healthy development
of the network. This aspect has been developed in the
«advance party» formula used in the extension of the
kibbutz network, the network of offices and factories of
large corporations, the network of military bases, etc.
This approach could also be used to take-over unsuccessful centres external to the network and revivify them.
The network provides a secure setting from which an individual may operate in the external social environment
and to which he may return when he so desires. The network is not conceived as self-sufficient and isolated from
the societies in which it functions but rather as a protection
for social experiments not immed iately appropriate to
such societies and a catalyst and stimulus to any progressive initiatives in such societies. It is however difficult
to build into an organizational system sufficient challenge
and variety to hold individuals permanently (as the problem of retaining second and third generation kibbutz
members has shown). Acceptance of movement to and
from the network ensures a healthy turn-over of individuals.
Such movement may be on a daily basis as in some
open religious communities or for periods of a year or
more. The latter formula has been developed in accepted
movement of academics (who retain security of tenure)
and corporation executives into and out of the government
administration in the USA.

There is a slowly increasing amount of literature on the organizational network theme (2). It is therefore interesting to note
the special issue of the Newsletter of the Peace and Conflict
Research Programme of the University of Lancaster on the
« network dream» which contains a proposal for action research
in this connection (3).
This network of communities should not be designed or conceived as a finalized structure or mode of organization, but
very much as an interlinked set of relative invariances which
are in process of self-transformation and self-redefinition
to elaborate new organizational potentials, and to reformulate
their relationship to one another.

Style, Image and Survival
The style and image of the communities and the network as
a whole, are very important to the long-term survival of the
network. The network of monasteries survived through the
Dark Ages by maintaining a non-violent, non-threatening
style, offering needed services to the community, functioning
as sanctuaries, and as centres of excellence. The monasteries,
at least in Britain, were attacked as a network by the king when
the style deteriorated and the approval of the people was lost.
The monasteries had the special advantage of being spiritual
centres. What equivalent image is appropriate to the communities proposed? The image of « centres of excellence», « quality of life », « creative fulfillment » and « psychotherapeutical
sanctuaries» is perhaps a good beginning. But this would not
be a protection if the centres are in any way elitist or exclusive. (The drift in style from excellence to elitism is very
difficult to detect.) They must therefore complement this
image by one of « providers of needed services» to the external social environment (4). This is the only way they can
weather the predicted period of social chaos and arbitrary
government.
A minimum of physical security or isolation is required, as
with the monasteries, but the key to survival is in the psychosocial protective mechanisms. A collection" of case studies
of monastery-society relations during the periods of social
chaos could prove most valuable.

Conclusions
This proposal has been made as though an entirety new network of " research and service communities" (R-S communities » ?) would have to be created. This is not so. There are
a number of communities already in existence which have
characteristics corresponding, in many ways to those defined
here. A number of inter-community networks exist, at least
informally. It may be sufficient to think in terms of the
model and retate new communities to existing networks. On
the other hand, perhaps some existing networks (e.g. monasteries, youth hostels, research centres) could usefully develop
the additional characteristics, and convert themselves into
communities of the type proposed.
It is an interesting point whether the development of any such
network should be consciously planned and organized to any
degree in terms of any evolving models or whether knowledge
of it should be spread widely. It might be better to simply
recognize the existing organic developments and to allow
knowledge of the network to be disseminated selectively and
haphazardly to those with sufficient affinity to it. This " natural » filtering process might prove the best method by which
to protect the growth of the network and to avoid clogging it
with people parasitical to it. In which case it is questionable
whether anything should be done about this proposal.
•
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